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Abstract
Internal waves in lakes and oceans are ubiquitous whenever a density stratification
is present. These waves are relatively slow moving (compared to surface water waves),
can be large in extent and have long time scales. As these waves are so common, it
is known that they play a role in recirculating nutrients throughout the water column.
The various factors contributing to this recirculation are commonly referred to as the
nutrient circulation system. This thesis analyses three potential mechanisms of internal
wave influence on the nutrient circulation system.
Surface water waves have been well known to influence the nutrient circulation system,
especially in shallow regions where wave breaking occurs. However, internal water waves
can affect the flow of lake nutrients in deeper water where surface waves will have a negligi-
ble effect. In this thesis, we use pseudospectral methods to analyze internal wave induced
fluid flow within the water column of a lake or ocean, within the bottom boundary layer
and within the sub-fluid porous layer. These three regimes represent significantly differing
length scales within lake and ocean systems. In all cases presented, we assume that the
water column is deep enough that we can neglect the effect of surface water waves.
Previous literature indicates that internal waves of sufficient size can induce the forma-
tion and bursting of separation bubbles near the bottom boundary layer. These bursting
events have the potential to induce significant resuspension of sediment back into the wa-
ter column. We explicitly model shear induced resuspension and demonstrate that only
internal waves of sufficient magnitude can induce true resuspension. We present a param-
eterization of the non-dimensional parameter regime required for resuspension.
These bursting events are always associated with vortex production near the bottom
boundary. Near the lake bottom, a layer of fluid mud is present which is known to be
non-Newtonian in nature. The non-Newtonian properties of the fluid preserve the small
scale features of the flow and locally change the Reynolds number and thereby facilitate
more energetic flows on shorter length scales. We thus demonstrate that the vortices
found within the fluid mud region have the potential to induce substantial subsequent
resuspension. It is shown that the non-Newtonian effects are even substantive enough to
overcome an increase in viscosity near the bottom layer.
Beneath the free flowing fluid in lakes and oceans, there often exists a porous layer
composed of settled particulate matter. Darcy’s law is an empirically determined relation-
ship between the seepage rates found within such a porous layer and the pressure. Due to
their large amplitude, internal waves can have produce a significant pressure signature on
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the bottom of the water column. We demonstrate that internal waves can induce signifi-
cant seepage through the bottom porous layer. Bursting events near the lake bottom can
further enhance the seepage rates, by changing the permeability of the porous medium.
We present three separate mechanisms by which internal waves influence the nutrient
circulation system over a range of length scales. We believe that this demonstrates the
significant effect that internal waves can have on distributing nutrients throughout the
water column. Indeed, by these mechanisms internal waves have the potential to be the
dominant source of nutrient circulation in certain regions of lakes and oceans.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Internal waves are observed in lakes and oceans whenever a stratification is present [49, 41].
In lakes, these internal waves are often generated via the break down of lake-scale seiches.
Internal waves can also be generated via topographic effects [10, 64]. There exists a massive
amount of literature on the study of internal waves and their generation. These waves are
typically large in both extent and amplitude, have a long timescale and can induce large
fluid velocities [63]. This is in contrast to surface water waves which are relatively small,
have short time-scales, and only generate velocities near the surface.
As internal waves are so ubiquitous, one would suspect that they might play a significant
role in the nutrient circulation system. That is, they may help redistribute nutrients found
within the water column. In fact, significant research has recently been done on this subject
[52, 88]. Previous literature suggests that internal solitary waves can induce significant lake
bed resuspension [97]. Hosegood and Van Haren [53] have shown that internal waves may
even be the dominant resuspension mechanism in the ocean. We continue this work and
present novel mechanisms by which internal waves may have significant impact on lake and
ocean dynamics.
The work presented here details a systematic approach to the various ways by which
internal solitary waves can affect the nutrient circulation system. We approach this problem
from a reductionist point of view, and reduce the problem down into three distinct modules:
• The impact of internal waves on shear induced resuspension
• The impact of internal wave induced boundary layer instabilities in non-Newtonian
muddy lake bottoms
1
• The impact of internal solitary waves seepage rates within the sediment on the lake
bottom.
These three distinct problems are presented separately in chapters 4, 5, 6. Each chapter
is self-contained with its own introduction, methodology and results. I have done this in-
tentionally as the chapters focus on their own individual topics. However, the global theme
is present throughout and we discuss the amalgamation of these topics in the conclusion.
Lake and ocean bottoms are not usually impermeable layers. They are typically com-
posed of porous layers of detritus and settled bio-matter. If it is compact enough, it will
form a solid porous matrix, above which a less dense fluid mud layer will form. For this
present thesis we will look at a simplified layered model to look at three separate domains
of interest. These three domains roughly correlate to the above defined chapter topics. We
assume that the ocean or lake fluid overlays a solid porous matrix between which lies a
non-Newtonian fluid mud layer. Figure 1 plots the simple model setup.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. We present some basic mathemati-
cal and numerical techniques used throughout this thesis. We look at how internal solitary
wave bottom shear can directly induce pickup. We then discuss how a non-Newtonian mud
layer can affect the nutrient pickup rates within the water column. We then discuss the
impact that internal waves have on lake bottom seepage rates. Finally, we conclude and
provide direction for future research.
Note: Throughout the remainder of this thesis I will use the Einstein summation con-
vention where possible to write out any vector equations. However, there are times when
using vector notation is more convenient ( i.e. a to denote vector a, as opposed to ai.) I
will use the two notations interchangeably.
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Chapter 2
Mathematical and Numerical
Methods
2.1 Spectral Methods
The problems discussed within this thesis are colloquially described as process studies.
What we mean by this that these problems are presented from a reductionist point of view
which aims at uncovering the basic characteristic features of a specific process. The hope is
that a more complete model would discover these same features compounded. Essentially,
we are reducing the problem so as to distinguish the signal from the noise.
This reduction allows us to construct domains that, while not exact duplications of
reality, are representative of reality. Similarly, all of the domains presented here are periodic
in at least one dimension. This assumption affords us the ability to use Fourier-based
methods which are efficient and spectrally accurate. While classical methods (i.e. finite
differences) can be shown to have an error which decreases on a polynomial scale with
the number of grid points(N) (error ∼ O( 1
Np
) for some integer p), spectral methods have
an error which decreases exponentially ( error ∼ O(e−cN) for some constant c). As such,
these methods are computationally preferable. Two examples of pseudospectral methods
are Fourier Transform methods and Chebyshev Differentiation methods.
Note that spectral methods consider problems in spectral space, generally using a
Galerkin scheme, while pseudospectral methods consider problems in physical space, gen-
erally using a collocation approach. For the purposes of this thesis, the two terms will be
used interchangeably.
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2.2 Fourier Series
The Fourier series has been used ubiquitously in applied mathematics and is essential to
the understanding of many physical problems. Its usefulness comes from the fact that hard
problems in “physical space” can turn out to be simple in “Fourier space.” Transforming
between Fourier space and physical space is the essential feature of Fourier-based methods.
Before we begin, I would like to mention that the majority of the information here and
in the next section can be found in Trefethen’s book [103] on spectral methods. For a more
complete description, please see that text.
Consider a L2-integrable function f(x), which is defined on the entire real line. Its
Fourier transform is defined as
fˆ(k) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x) exp [ikx] dx, k ∈ R
where (ˆ·) denotes a variable in Fourier space. We can define the inverse transform as
f(x) =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
fˆ(k) exp [−ikx] dk, x ∈ R.
Thus, we see that we can easily transform a function from physical space to Fourier
space and back again.
In practice, a numerical scheme will not have f(x) defined on the entire real line, but
instead we will have some evenly spaced finite grid (xi , i ∈ [1, N ]) on which we are trying
to find an approximate solution for ui = f(xi). For the purposes of this discussion, we will,
without loss of generality, restrict x ∈ [0, 2pi]. If this is the case, we are restricted to a
bounded and discrete Fourier space (see [103]) which provides a Fourier series of integer
wavenumbers, k ∈ [−N
2
+ 1, N
2
]. That is:
uˆk =
2pi
N
N∑
i=1
ui exp [ikxi] ui =
1
2pi
N
2∑
k=−N
2
+1
uˆk exp [−ikxi] .
In order to approximate the derivative of f(x) on the grid (xi), we would need to define
a band-limited interpolant v(x) for which we have v(xi) = ui. It turns out that, in this
case, the interpolant function for v(x) is a sum of periodic sinc functions. In practice, a
faster method is used, and hence we refer the reader to [103] for the theoretical details.
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In practice, we are able to use the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to compute the deriva-
tives. The basic procedure to computing the approximate derivative of ui = f(xi) is as
follows:
• Find the discrete Fourier transform of ui, uˆk
• Define wˆk = ikuˆk, with wavenumbers k
• Find the inverse transform of wˆk, wi
Here, wi is an approximation to f
′(xi).
2.2.1 Efficiency and Accuracy
In order to emphasize the usefulness of spectral methods, we quickly write down two
theorems which we present without proof.
Theorem 2.2.1 Accuracy Let u ∈ L2(R) with grid function w on ∆xZ defined wj =
u(xj). If u has infinitely many continuous derivatives in L
2(R), then for some wavenumber
k ∈ [−pi/∆x, pi/∆x]
|wˆ(k)− uˆ(k)| = O(∆xp), as ∆x→ 0.
for every integer p.
taken from [103].
Theorem 2.2.2 Efficiency If N is product of many small primes, the Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT) of a vector with length N can be computed in O(N lnN) operations.
2.3 Chebyshev Differentiation
While Fourier methods are ideal for periodic domains, there are many simple problems
where a finite domain is preferable (especially in situations in which boundary conditions
are vital to capture the relevant physics). In such cases, we can use Chebyshev differenti-
ation matrices to help. We will use polynomials to act as our basis functions. Before we
proceed, we must first deal with the particular problem of grid setup.
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Figure 2.1: Chebyshev grid points as given by projections of of evenly spaced points on
the unit circle. Picture taken from [103].
Chebyshev Grid
When using Fourier methods, we used an evenly spaced grid. This works well as Fourier
methods use trigonometric functions with a specified wavelength, so it is very natural to
use such a grid. However, it turns out that using an evenly spaced grid for polynomial
interpolation results in a divergent method as N →∞.
The solution is rather simple: use a different grid. Such a grid, called a Chebyshev
(Cheb) grid, is defined as
xj = cos (jpi/N) . (2.1)
With reference to Figure 2.1, we see that the grid points are real line projections of evenly
spaced points on the complex unit circle.
It turns out that on such a grid, the Chebyshev spectral derivative approximation of
an analytic function u has an error which scales by O(C−N), where C is some constant
greater than one [103].
Differentiation Matrix
The basic idea of Chebyshev spectral methods is to approximate the derivative of a function
uj = f(xj) by using a polynomial interpolant function on the Cheb grid. Let us call
the interpolant function g(x). We can then differentiate the interpolant function and
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sample to approximate the derivative on the discrete grid as wj = g
′(xj). Here, wj is the
approximation to the derivative of our function f(x) sampled on the Cheb grid. Recall that
this methodology is very similar to that used in the Fourier case. The difference is that
instead of using periodic sinc functions as our basis functions, we are using a polynomial
basis (Chebyshev polynomials).
In practice, the differentiation can be carried out as a matrix multiplication acting
on the vector of values at the grid points. The matrix used for this purpose is called
the differentiation matrix. While Trefethen [103] writes out the complete form of the
differentiation matrix, for brevity, I will not write out the complete matrix here. For the
remainder of this thesis, whenever I refer to as Cheb differentiation matrix, I will simply
refer to it as D.
Boundary Conditions
The most obvious advantage to using a Cheb differentiation matrix over FFT based method
is that we can impose boundary conditions. In order to do this, we slightly modify our
differentiation matrix D in order to impose the correct conditions.
Let us suppose that we want to solve the following simple equation
d2
dx2
f = exp[x], (2.2)
f(1) = a, (2.3)
f(−1) = b. (2.4)
We will to solve this problem on a Cheb grid (xi) of size N, such that xN =-1, x0 = 1.
The goal is to find an approximate solution to this problem ui = f(xi) and we will sample
the forcing function as pi = exp[xi]. We can rewrite this problem without the boundary
conditions using our Cheb differentiation matrix D as
[
D
][D]
u0uj
uN
 =
p0pj
pN
 1 ≤ j ≤ N. (2.5)
(2.6)
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In order to incorporate the boundary conditions into our problem, we modify the first
and last rows of the differentiation matrix, and the first and last entry of the right hand
side vector. This gives
1 · · · 0... D2N−2,N−2 ...
0 · · · 1

u0uj
uN
 =
 awj
b
 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1 (2.7)
and implicitly implies that u0 = a, uN = b. If one takes a second to think about this
methodology, they will see that this is the simplest way of imposing the boundary condi-
tions. From here one could use any of a number of matrix solvers to iteratively solve this
linear algebra problem which has the standard form Ax = b.
Similarly, we find that D(1, 1) D(1, 2 : N − 1) D(1, N)D2(2 : N − 1, 1) D2N−2,N−2 D2(2 : N − 1, N)
D(N, 1) D(N, 2 : N − 1) D(N,N)
u0uj
uN
 =
 awj
b
 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1
(2.8)
imposes u′0 = a, u
′
N = b.
2.4 Mixed Methods
Now that we are able to use two different spectral methods, we demonstrate how we can
easily use a combination of the two methods to solve multi dimensional problems. We
will describe how to use a combination of methods for problems in two dimensions but
this can easily be extended to higher dimensions. It should be fairly clear how we can
solve a doubly-periodic problem using a Fourier-Fourier method. Similarly, with a little
thought, we can solve a two dimensional finite domain problem using a Cheb-Cheb method.
However, a Cheb-Cheb method requires the construction of large dense matrices which are
computationally expensive to solve. In order to avoid this problem, we will often solve
channel flow-type problems which are periodic in one dimension and finite in another. An
example of a problem of this type is written
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∂xxf + ∂zzf = 0 (2.9)
f(−1, z) = f(1, z) f ′(−1, z) = f ′(1, z) (2.10)
f(x,−1) = 0 f(x, 1) = 0 (2.11)
where [x, z] ∈ [−1, 1]× [−1, 1].
Using a Fourier transform, we can convert the above partial differential equation into
a system of second order ordinary differential equations
∂zzfˆ − k2i fˆ = 0 (2.12)
fˆ(ki,−1) = 0 fˆ(ki, 1) = 0 (2.13)
with ki, the i
th horizontal wavenumber. The solution for each wavenumber can be solved
independently using Chebyshev differentiation matrices. The majority of the problems
found within this thesis will be solved in such a domain.
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Chapter 3
Incompressible Navier-Stokes
Equations
The Navier-Stokes equations are the fundamental equations of motion for a fluid with finite
viscosity (ν). While I assume in this thesis that the reader has some familiarity with the
mathematics of fluid mechanics, I will discuss the essential components of the derivation
of the Navier-Stokes equations. We will then discuss the basic simplifying assumptions of
incompressibility and the Boussinesq approximation. We follow this with a brief discussion
on internal waves and conclude with a discussion on the implications of viscosity and the
associated boundary layer theory.
The work presented here can be found in the following referenced: [92, 63, 39].
3.1 Preliminary Notes
We briefly pause to consider a few notes which will aid in our future discussion. We begin
by defining the material volume [63].
Definition 3.1.1 Material Volume A material volume is a volume element which de-
forms with the motion of the fluid. All particles initially within a material volume, remain
there. Thus there is no flux through the boundary of a material volume. This is in contrast
to a fixed volume where fluid will flow in and out of the boundaries of the volume element.
With this definition, we have:
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Theorem 3.1.2 Reynolds Transport Theorem Let V(t) be a material fluid volume
element with corresponding C1 velocity field u. Given a C1 function f, we have that
d
dt
∫
V (t)
fdV =
∫
V (t)
[(∂tf + u · ∇f) + (∇ · u) f ] dV =
∫
V (t)
[
Df
Dt
+ (∇ · u) f
]
dV
Reynolds transport theorem provides an essential tool for deriving the Navier-Stokes
equations. For a proof of the Reynolds transport theorem, see [5]. Here, D
Dt
= ∂t + u · ∇
is called the material derivative.
Lastly, before we continue, we state one last theorem which expresses the surface force,
or the force unique to a continuum, in terms of the stress tensor.
Theorem 3.1.3 Cauchy’s Theorem Given a material volume with surface area A(t)
and outward normal nˆj, any surface force (ti) acting on A(t) is given
ti = τijnj
τij is called the stress tensor.
When angular momentum is conserved, the stress tensor τij is symmetric, and hence
has six, linearly independent components which completely describe all of the surface forces
acting on a material volume. For a proof, see [39].
3.2 Navier-Stokes Equations
Newton’s second law dictates that the sum of the forces on an object is equal to the rate
of change of momentum. Here we can apply this law to a fluid element with volume V(t)
and corresponding surface area A(t). Using Reynolds transport theorem (RTT), we can
quickly see how the Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations are derived.
Integrating over a material volume of fluid, the two forces acting on the fluid are body
forces which act on the whole fluid volume (gravity) and surface forces which only act on
the surface of the volume element. Thus, we can write that
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ddt
{Momentum} = {Body Forces}+ {Surface Forces} (3.1)
d
dt
∫
V (t)
(ρui) dV =
∫
V (t)
(ρgi) dV +
∫
A(t)
(τijnj) dA (3.2)
d
dt
∫
V (t)
(ρui) dV =
∫
V (t)
(ρgi +∇jτij) dV (Gauss’ Law) (3.3)∫
V (t)
(
Dρui
Dt
+ ρui (∇juj)
)
dV =
∫
V (t)
(ρgi +∇jτij) dV (RTT) (3.4)
Dρui
Dt
+ ρui∂juj = (ρgi +∇jτij) (Equating Integrands) (3.5)
A similar derivation reveals the continuity equation
Dρ
Dt
+ ρ∇ · u = 0
For a more detailed look at this work, see [63].
3.2.1 Constitutive Laws
The surfaces forces acting on a material volume of fluid are given via the relation
FSurfacei =
∫
A(t)
tidA =
∫
A(t)
τijnjdA =
∫
V (t)
∂jτijdV
where τij is the stress tensor [92].
The first assumption we will make is that the stress tensor must be symmetric. This has
been found to be reasonable for most conventional fluids (air, water, etc.). For historical
reasons, the stress tensor is decomposed into an isotropic pressure (P) component and the
remaining deviatoric stress tensor (σ)
τij = −Pδij + σij
Consider a material volume with initial position xi,0 and velocity ui,0. The material
volume is then displaced a short distance away to position xi. Using a Taylor series, we
describe the velocity (ui) at xi expanded about xi,0. To first order we can write out that
ui − ui,0 ≈ ∇jui (xj − xj,0) .
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Figure 3.1: The physical meaning of the components of eij and rij. Notice that the
components of rij do not cause any deformation to the body.
Thus, we see that the gradient gives us a measuring stick to approximate the change in
velocity based upon the change in position. We can write the gradient in term of its
symmetric and anti-symmetric components
∇jui = 1
2
(∇jui +∇iuj) + 1
2
(∇jui −∇iuj) = eij + 1
2
rij.
for the strain rate tensor eij and the rotation rate tensor rij. The rotation rate tensor defines
the instantaneous rotation of the fluid and the strain rate tensor defines the instantaneous
deformation of the material volume. For a more detailed exposition, see [63, 92].
Figure 3.1 plots the physical components of the strain rate tensor eij and the rotation
rate tensor rij. Notice that the rotation rate tensor does not cause a deformation to the
material volume.
We impose one more condition, and that is that the deviatoric stress tensor (σij) is
proportional to the deformation of the material volume [63]. As such, we assume that σij
is a linear function of the strain rate tensor. Given that σij is symmetric and is linearly
dependent on the rate of strain tensor, it turns out that the most general linear tensor
equation reads
σij = 2µeij + λekkδij. (3.6)
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See [92] for more details.
This equation (3.6) is referred to as the constitutive law for the fluid. Notice that for
an incompressible fluid, ekk = 0 and the much simpler equation
σij = 2µeij (3.7)
results.
A Newtonian fluid is one for which the dynamic viscosity µ is constant. For a non-
Newtonian fluid, this condition is relaxed. We consider fluids wherein the dynamic viscosity
(µ) is a function of the strain rate tensor (eij), with the shear determined experimentally to
be more important than compression. Specifically, the viscosity is a function of the second
invariant of eij (I2), defined as
I2 =
√∑
i
∑
j
2
(
eijeij − (eii)2
)
.
For a more complete description of constitutive laws, see [92].
3.2.2 Incompressibility Condition and Boussinesq Approxima-
tion
In practice we rarely solve the complete N-S equations because we can make clever simplifi-
cations to these equations to reduce their complexity. The two conventional approximations
to make for lake and ocean flows are incompressibility and the Boussinesq approximation.
See Batchelor [8]and Kundu [63] for more information.
Incompressibility
The incompressibility condition allows you to replace the conservation of mass equation
with
∇ · u = 0.
There are three criteria which must be met in order for this approximation to be valid.
They are:
• The fluid speed (U) is much less than the speed of sound in the fluid (c)
U2  c2.
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• The time scale of interest (τ) is long compared to the period of the sound waves
L2
c2
 τ 2.
Here L is a characteristic length.
• Variations in the acceleration due to gravity (g) are negligible
L c
2
g
In this thesis, we are considering internal wave dynamics in water over lake and ocean
scales. The speed of sound in water is approximately 343 m s−1 [63] which is orders of
magnitude faster than the fluid velocities we consider. Similarly, the time scale of interest
and length scales both satisfy the above criteria. Hence, we are well within the regime of
incompressibility.
Boussinesq Approximation
The Boussinesq approximation can be colloquially said to “neglect the variations in density
except in the buoyancy term.” Suppose that we have some small variation in density from
the constant background value (ρ0) which can be written as
ρ = ρ0 + ρ
′ ρ′  ρ0
The above momentum equations (assuming incompressibility) are then given
(ρ0 + ρ
′)
D [ui]
Dt
= −∇iP − (ρ0 + ρ′) gi +∇jτij.
Now, we can redefine pressure to absorb the first order buoyancy term (P ′ = P + ρ0φ)
for an appropriate gravitational potential function φ. Thus,
(ρ0 + ρ
′)
D [ui]
Dt
= −∇iP ′ − ρ′gi +∇jτij
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To leading order, we can simplify as
ρ0
Dui
Dt
= −∇iP ′ − ρ′gi +∇jτij (3.8)
Why do we keep the buoyancy term (ρ′gi)? In reference to the background density (ρ0),
ρ′ is small while we know that g is big. Thus, we argue that the term ρ′g is order one. The
Boussinesq approximation is valid when ρ′  ρ0.
Thus, the incompressible fluid equations under the Boussinesq approximation can be
written
Dui
Dt
= − 1
ρ0
∇iP − ρ
′
ρ0
gi +
1
ρ0
∇jτij (3.9)
∂iui = 0 (3.10)
Dρ′
Dt
= κ∇2ρ′ (3.11)
which are the fluid equations solved within this thesis. Equation 3.11 is derived from
simplifications to the energy equation which we do not discuss here. See [63] for more
information.
3.3 Internal Waves
In this thesis we are evaluating the effect that internal solitary waves have on the nutrient
circulation system. Here we briefly describe some of the basic mathematical foundations
to studying internal waves.
3.3.1 Continuously Stratified Internal Waves
Consider now an inviscid (µ = 0), incompressible, statically stable, continuously stratified
fluid under the Boussinesq approximation. If we write out the perturbation expansion of
the density and velocity fields we get that
ρ = ρ0 + ρ¯(z) + ρ
′ + . . .
u = 0 + u′ + . . .
u = 0 + w′ + . . .
P = P0 + P
′ + . . .
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The first order solution to such an expansion is hydrostatic balance. Looking at the
O() solutions [63] we get that
u′t = −
1
ρ0
∂xP
′, (3.12)
w′t = −
1
ρ0
∂zP
′ − ρ
′
ρ0
g, (3.13)
∂tρ
′ + w′∂zρ¯ = 0, (3.14)
∂xu
′ + ∂zw′ = 0. (3.15)
We can cross differentiate equations 3.12 and 3.13 to give us
∂t (∂zu− ∂xw) = −∂xρ
′g
ρ0
.
Note that this equation tells us that horizontal variations in density induce vorticity
(often this is called baroclinic vorticity generation).
The incompressibility condition 3.15 allows us to construct a streamfunction (ψ) such
that
∂zψ = u ∂xψ = −w.
Finally, using equation 3.14, we can conclude that
∂tt∇2ψ = −N2(z)∂xxψ (3.16)
N2(z) =
g∂zρ
′
ρ0
. (3.17)
The buoyancy frequency N2(z) is specified by the stratification of the underlying fluid
problem. Assuming that the solution to these equations takes the form of a traveling wave,
we have that
ψ = φ(z) exp [i (kx− ωt)]
which reduces the above equation 3.16 to an ODE eigenvalue equation
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∂zzφ+ k
2
(
N2
ω2
− 1
)
φ = 0. (3.18)
with appropriately defined boundary conditions. Here, we are implicitly assuming that
only the real part of the solution has physical significance.
Thus we see that the structure of the internal waves reduces to an eigenfunction of a
Sturm-Louisville problem [45]. In fact, no solutions for this equation are known in general
with the exception of when the buoyancy frequency is constant (linear stratification) (and
for two layer flow). Under such an assumption, we find that the solutions are
φ = A exp
[
ikz
√
N2
ω2
− 1
]
+B exp
[
−ikz
√
N2
ω2
− 1
]
.
Let us now assume that the fluid is constrained inside of a box of height H. The
boundary conditions then become φ(0) = 0 and φ(H) = 0. In this case, we can solve to
find that
φ = sin
(npi
H
z
)
where
npi
H
= k
√
N2
ω2
− 1 =⇒ ω = Nk√
k2 +
(
npi
H
)2
with corresponding group velocity (cg)
cg =
∂ω
∂k
=
N
(
npi
H
)2[
k2 +
(
npi
H
)2] 32 .
For more information, see [63].
If we include the first order non-linear and dispersive effects we arrive at the Korteweg-
de Vries (KdV) equation used to describe the weakly nonlinear evolution of internal solitary
waves. See [68] for more details.
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ψ = B(x)φ(z) (3.19)
∂zzφ+
N2(z)
c2
φ = 0 (3.20)
∂tB + c∂xB + αB∂xB + β∂xxxB = 0 (3.21)
For a two layer flow, we can write out the linear long wave speed as
c =
(
g
(
ρ2 − ρ1
ρ2
)(
H1H2
H1 +H2
)) 1
2
.
Here we have that ρ1, H1 and ρ2, H2 are the densities and heights of the upper and lower
layers respectively. This is discussed later within the thesis.
3.3.2 Internal Solitary Wave Vorticity
In this thesis, we consider fluid domains which are vertically stratified, usually with a
single pycnocline (region of rapid density change). In such domains, exact theory [49,
95],permits internal wave solutions of permanent form. These solutions will propagate
along a pycnocline, preserving their structure. Depending on the location of the pycnocline,
internal solitary waves of depression (if the pycnocline is above the mid-depth) or internal
solitary waves of elevation (if the pycnocline is below the mid-depth) will form.
Since an internal solitary wave induces horizontal changes in density, it also generates
vorticity. In a frame of reference moving with the wave, there exists a circulation region
about the center of the internal wave. Figure 3.2 presents a diagram of the flow about an
internal solitary wave of depression. Notice that near the bottom, there exists a convergence
region near the back of the wave. A similar diagram could be drawn for a internal solitary
wave of elevation where the location of the convergence region is in the front of the wave.
For reasons explained in section 3.4, boundary layer instabilities and separation are prone
to happen in the convergence region generated by the internal wave.
For a more complete description of these boundary layer instabilities, see [97, 2, 32].
3.4 Boundary Layer Theory
The presence of viscosity in the Navier-Stokes equations has a number of interesting math-
ematical implications which need to be addressed. Namely, the viscosity term (ν∇2u)
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of an internal solitary wave of depression propagating to the left. The
convergence region at the back of the internal wave is labeled along with the wave induced
circulation.
changes the order to the partial differential equations from first order (i.e. the highest
derivative in the equation is order 1) to second order. In the absence of viscosity, it is
sufficient to make the no normal flow condition at a solid boundary (u · nˆ = 0). However,
the presence of viscosity changes the order of the equations and requires us to impose
additional conditions, which turn out to be the no-slip conditions at a solid wall [63, 92].
That is, a fluid element at the wall, stays at the wall. Mathematically, we write these
conditions (in 2D) as,
u
∣∣∣∣
z=Wall
= 0 w
∣∣∣∣
z=Wall
= 0.
The boundary condition at a wall has been changed. In order to see the significance
of this, we non dimensionalize the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with constant
density in two dimensions. For this, we write out that
P ′ = ρ0U2P u′ = Uu w′ = Ww z′ = Hz x′ = Lx t′ =
L
U
t
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where primes denote physical quantities. For reasons that will be explained later, assume
W
U
∼ H
L
in this fluid. The Navier-Stokes equations then become
∂tu+ u∂xu+ w∂zu = −∂xP + 1
Re
(
∂2xu+
1
δ2
∂2zu
)
(3.22)
∂tw + u∂xw + w∂zw = −1
δ
∂zP +
1
Re
(
∂2xw +
1
δ2
∂2zw
)
(3.23)
∂xu+ ∂zw = 0 (3.24)
where we define the Reynolds number (Re= UL
ν
) and the aspect ratio δ = H
L
.
It turns out that a typical value of viscosity for water is ν = 1×10−6m2/s. In the middle
of a lake where we would expect to find internal waves, let us pick rough characteristic
values for the mean current and length scales to be U = W ∼1m/s and H = L ∼1m.
Thus, the reciprocal of the Reynolds number is 1Re ∼ 10−6. Clearly the effect of viscosity
will be negligible for this domain [63]. Thus, we are justified in dropping the viscous terms
and subsequently, justify the KdV theory in these domains.
However, near a horizontal boundary, the vertical scale will be much smaller than the
horizontal scale. Here, if δ = H
L
∼ 1mm
1m = 10
−3, then we find that 1Re
1
δ2
∼ 1. We can
no longer neglect the effect of viscosity near the wall! We see that there exist two very
different domains of interest. Away from the wall, the effect of viscosity will be negligible,
but near the wall, the effect of viscosity is paramount as the gradients near the wall are
large [92].
If δ  1 ( 1
δ
 1), then keeping only the first order terms we find that in the boundary
layer, the equations of motion read
∂tu+ u∂xu+ w∂zu = −∂xP + 1
Re′
(
∂2zu
)
, (3.25)
0 = −∂zP, (3.26)
∂xu+ ∂zw = 0 (3.27)
where 1
Re′
= 1Re
1
δ2
. Equation 3.26 indicates that the pressure is essentially uniform through
the vertical extent of the boundary layer. This approximation is valid for flow over a bound-
ary with a sufficiently small curvature. Of course these equations need to be augmented
with the appropriate boundary conditions:
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u∣∣∣∣
z=Wall
= w
∣∣∣∣
z=Wall
= 0 u
∣∣∣∣
z→∞
= Uext
where Uext the horizontal flow field found far from the wall, where viscosity is negligible.
This indicates why solutions to the Euler equations (for which viscosity is zero) often
provide such accurate predictions for flow far from a boundary.
3.4.1 Boundary Layer Separation
Consider a boundary layer over a plate of small curvature with an outer solution flowing
from left to the right [63]. The no slip condition on the plate implies that the fluid velocity
must increase from the bottom of the boundary layer to the top. Along the wall, the
momentum equation 3.25 reads
ν∂2zu
∣∣∣∣
z=Wall
= ∂xP.
Now, as we approach the outer solution, it will be true that
∂2zu < 0 as z →∞.
Bernoulli’s equation tells us that along streamlines in a steady inviscid fluid,
P = C − 1
2
ρu2 =⇒ ∂xP ∝ −u∂xu.
Thus, if we have an accelerating fluid overlying the boundary layer (∂xu > 0) we will
have a ‘favourable’ pressure gradient across the boundary layer. Here we have that
∂2zu
∣∣∣∣
z=Wall
< 0,
and hence the curvature of the horizontal velocity is positive throughout the boundary
layer.
Notice now what happens when if the outer flow is decelerating over the boundary layer
(∂xu < 0). This results in what is called an ‘adverse’ pressure gradient as it implies that
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Figure 3.3: Diagram of an adverse pressure gradient inducing boundary layer separation.
The separation point is circles on panel c).
∂2zu
∣∣∣∣
z=Wall
> 0.
Thus at some point in the boundary layer there exists an inflection point in the velocity u.
This inflection point can result in a separation of the boundary layer from the wall, that
is, the outer solution no longer runs parallel to the wall. A separation point is the point
where this occurs.
Figure 3.3 plots the boundary layer separation as a result of an adverse pressure gradi-
ent. The separation point is circled in panel c) and is identified as the intersection of the
forward and reverse flow in the boundary layer, i.e. where
∂zu
∣∣∣∣
z=Wall
= 0.
It is the focal point of a convergence zone where the boundary layer thickness will grow
rapidly. The above boundary layer equations become invalid as the boundary layer is no
longer confined to the surface. The rate and location of this separation depends on the
geometry of the surface in question. Once boundary layer separation has occurred it is
accompanied by vorticity transport into the fluid interior. For more details, see [?].
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In the context of internal waves, the convergence region in the wake of the wave,
possibly in combination with a sloping topography can result in boundary layer separation
and resultant vortex generation. Depending on the strength of the internal wave, this
instability may, or may not occur. For a more detailed description of this internal wave
induced boundary layer instability, see [2, 97].
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Chapter 4
Sediment Transport
4.1 Introduction
There has been significant recent interest in internal wave induced boundary layer insta-
bility [16, 97, 2, 23, 32, 24]. This work has particular importance to the resuspension
of lake and ocean bottom particulate into the water column. While these papers discuss
the implication of internal waves to this resuspension mechanism at length, none of them
explicitly model the sediment transport. In this chapter, we present an explicit model for
this resuspension under an internal wave propagating over topography. After a thorough
literature survey, we believe that we are the first to have done so.
In this thesis, we consider internal waves of depression as they are more commonly
observed for pynoclines found in the coastal ocean or in lakes due to near surface seasonal
temperature variations. The flow induced by these internal waves will generate a conver-
gence region in the wake of the wave. The convergence region can often lead to boundary
layer separation and, as a result, sediment resuspension [2]. The effect of topography can
amplify this effect. This mechanism has been thoroughly investigated in the literature
[32, 16, 2].
Sediment resuspension has important implications for the nutrient circulation system
[36]. Surface water waves are a common example of a driving mechanism for resuspension.
However, internal waves have the potential to drive significant resuspension in regions
where the effect of surface water waves will be negligible. Indeed, Hosegood and Van
Haren [53] have suggested, based upon their measurements, that internal waves can be the
dominant resuspension mechanism in the continental shelf region of the coastal ocean. We
present a model for how internal waves can induce sediment resuspension.
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This chapter presents two processes leading to sediment entrainment. The first is true
internal wave shear induced resuspension. In this process, stationary sediment particles
of the lake bottom are entrained into the main water column. The second process is
wherein a boundary layer separation event occurs but the bottom shear is insufficient
to induce pickup into the boundary layer. Here, any particulate already found in the
boundary layer will be transported into the water column. For the purposes of this thesis,
we will denote these processes as resuspension and boundary layer transport respectively.
The process of inducing stationary sediment particles into the boundary layer (diffusive
sublayer transport) will be denoted as pickup.
The scales found within the boundary layer are small compared to lake or ocean scales.
No model we are aware of can resolve these severe differences in scale. As such, we imple-
ment a diffusive flux to account for the boundary layer pickup. This is a common approach
employed in the literature, for example by [12].
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: following the work of Blanchette
et al. [12], we provide the mathematical framework for modeling the sediment entrainment.
Next, we present two simulations of internal waves flowing over a hill topography which
exemplify true resuspension and boundary layer transport, respectively. We discuss several
cases of internal waves interacting with a sloped lake bottom. We present a criterion for
internal solitary wave shear induce sediment resuspension. Finally, we conclude and discuss
possible directions for future research.
4.2 Model Equations
The fluid will evolve according to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations under the
Boussinesq approximation which can be written in non-dimensional form
Du
Dt
= −∇P − Riρkˆ + 1
Re
∇2u (4.1)
∇ · u = 0 (4.2)
Dρ
Dt
=
1
Peρ
∇2ρ (4.3)
for non-dimensional fluid velocity (u), density (ρ) and pressure P. D
Dt
= ∂t + u · ∇. The
non-dimensional time(T), Richardson number (Ri), the Reynolds number (Re) and the
Peclet number (Pe) can be written as:
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Figure 4.1: Plot of the evolution of the internal solitary wave over time. The density field
has been plotted at t = {0, 40, 80}.
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T =
tLz
c0
Ri =
gLz
c20
Re =
c0L
ν
Pe =
c0L
κ
for the linear long wave speed (c0) and height(Lz). ν and κ are the kinematic viscosity and
molecular diffusivity.
Following the work of Blanchette [12], we explicitly model sediment pickup below an
internal solitary wave. The sediment will similarly obey an advection diffusion equation
with an additional forcing term to account for the settling of the particulate phase.
D
Dt
C − Us∂zC = 1
Pe
∇2C. (4.4)
C is the relative concentration of sediment with reference value C0. Us is the non-
dimensional settling velocity.
4.2.1 Density Change
We assume the simplest model to couple the density and the sediment concentration. Here,
we use is a linear relation between the density of the sediment and the density of the water.
That is,
ρ = (1− C)ρf + Cρs
where ρf is the base density of water and ρs is the density of the sediment assumed constant.
4.2.2 Boundary Conditions
In order to compose a well-posed problem, we need to supplement the above evolution
equations with boundary conditions for the characteristic variables. We assume a periodic
domain in the horizontal with a rigid lid in the vertical which imposes a no-slip condition
at the top (H) and bottom (h(x)) of the domain. We also impose no-flux conditions for
fluid density.
u
∣∣∣∣
z=H
= 0 ∂zρ
∣∣∣∣
z=H
= 0 u
∣∣∣∣
z=h(x)
= 0 ∂zρ
∣∣∣∣
z=h(x)
= 0.
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As explained above, we assume a diffusive flux to account for the pickup near the lake
bottom. We are following a similar approach to that found in Blanchette et al. [12] and
Garcia and Parker [40]. The top and bottom boundary conditions are written as
∇C · nˆ
∣∣∣∣
z=H
= 0 ∇C · nˆ
∣∣∣∣
z=h(x)
= Pes (Es − C) (4.5)
where nˆ is the unit normal. Pes is the settling Peclet number and ES is the prescribed
pickup function as defined by [40].
Es =
1
C0
(λu∗)5
1 + 1
0.3
(λu∗)5
. (4.6)
where λ is empirically defined
λ = a
1
5
U∗max
Us
f(Rep) f(Rep) =
{
Re0.6p Rep > 2.36
0.586Re1.23p Rep ≤ 2.36
(4.7)
u∗ =
(
τijnjsi
ρ0
∣∣∣∣
z=h(x)
) 1
2
Rep =
d (gdR)
1
2
ν
. (4.8)
Rep is the particle Reynolds number, d is the mean grain diameter, g is the acceleration
due to gravity and R is the relative density of the sediment, R =
(
ρs−ρf
ρf
)
[ Blanchette
defined R = 1.5]. The normalized shear velocity (u∗) (with maximum U∗max) is given as the
root of the tangential shear rate, calculated based upon the stress tensor τij, with bottom
unit normal nj and unit tangent sj. Finally, a is a fitting constant quoted to be a = 1.3e-7.
See [40] for information on construction.
In the low shear limit, we can rewrite this equation to read
Es ' γ (u∗)5 .
This identified two non-dimensional parameters which are significant for resuspension.
Pes =
Lc0Us
κ
γ =
λ5
C0
.
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4.3 SPINS
SPINS (SPectral Incompressible Navier-Stokes Solver) solves the incompressible Navier-
Stokes problem under the Boussinsq approximation as described in [101]. The code imple-
ments tracers (C) which obey a forced advection-diffusion equation
DC
Dt
= κ∇2C + f
For our purposes, the sediment forcing can be written as f = Us∂zC in a Cartesian
coordinate system. The boundary conditions are specified by
α∂zC = β
where α = 1 and
β
∣∣∣∣
z=H
= 0 β
∣∣∣∣
z=h(x)
=
(UsEs − UsC)
κ
(4.9)
Similarly, we initialize C by some initial value C0.
4.3.1 Simulations
We consider a stable, continuously stratified two layer fluid with density jump (∆ρ) and a
pycnocline located 0.25Lz below the top of the domain. The initial pynocline perturbation
mimics a collapse experiment [24], with the initial perturbation in the form of a Gaussian
function. This generate an internal wave train dominated by a leading mode-1 wave. Thus,
we initialize our non-dimensional density as
ρ = 1− ∆ρ
2
tanh
(
z − 0.25− η
0.125
)
where here η is the pycnocline perturbation which is given as
η = η0 exp
−(x− δ2
0.1δ
)2
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with η0 = 0.5δ. δ is the ratio of horizontal to vertical scale defined δ =
L
Lz
.
The resultant internal waves propagate over the topography, which takes the form
Hill = 0.2sech (15δx)
for the two simulations used to demonstrate the classification into cases which yield trans-
port only and those that yield true resuspension.
Figure 4.1 plots the initialization of the density field (a) and the evolution of the internal
waves that develop. Notice that the hill does cause the primary internal wave to deform
due to the decrease in water column height. Based upon the computed linear long wave
speed, the maximum height of the domain, and viscosity, we estimate the Reynolds and
Richardson numbers to be
Re ' 6.8× 104 Ri ' 136.
In a recent paper by Aghsaee et al. [2], a critical parameter curve was identified for
internal wave induced boundary layer separation during shoaling. We have considered a
similar suite of cases to investigate conditions for true resuspension to take place during
shoaling over a linearly sloping bottom,
Slope =
1
2δ
(
x+
δ
2
)
.
In our case, this constant slope has an angle of approximately six degrees, and hence is
more representative of experimental, as opposed to field, situations.
We simulated 24 test cases for various parameters (γ, Pes). In some cases, we observed
that the internal waves induced significant pickup from the lake bottom. In other cases,
virtually none was observed. Table 4.1 organizes the various cases and indicates the value
of the dimensionless parameters.
For the present simulations, we used a grid resolution of 2048x384 in all simulations
presented here. Due to the natural clustering of points near the boundaries for Chebyshev
grids and the spectral accuracy, in addition to grid halving studies, this resolution was
deemed sufficient to properly resolve the dynamics of the fluid evolution. The test cases
were resolved with a coarse resolution of 2048x128 as we were not interested in the dynamics
of the sediment are only interested in whether or not resuspension was observed.
Lastly, all times indicated are given in reference to output times which is approximately
one output for every 0.009 non-dimensional time units.
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Case d (µm U∗max (m/s) γC0 (%) Pes Resuspension
1 50 0.022519 80.074 0.01054 No
2 50 0.023673 26.691 0.013534 No
3 50 0.022437 120.11 0.010351 No
4 50 0.022687 80.074 0.02188 No
5 50 0.02346 26.691 0.025872 No
6 50 0.023346 26.691 0.012624 No
7 50 0.025238 130.17 0.015796 No
8 50 0.023919 120.11 0.028502 Yes
9 50 0.024579 195.25 0.01384 Yes
10 50 0.022043 160.15 0.037893 Yes
11 50 0.022536 40.037 0.074062 Yes
12 50 0.024526 20.019 0.064618 Yes
13 100 0.022498 275.01 0.55071 Yes
14 100 0.021947 275.01 0.0024324 No
15 100 0.022177 91.669 0.0025626 No
16 100 0.023854 412.51 0.0036894 No
17 100 0.024082 137.5 0.19345 Yes
18 100 0.022942 55.002 0.030361 Yes
19 100 0.023651 275.01 0.017676 Yes
20 100 0.022391 432.21 0.0060342 No
21 100 0.022798 86.441 0.0099044 No
22 100 0.02215 343.76 0.028015 Yes
23 100 0.02268 183.34 0.0043001 No
24 100 0.02268 305.56 0.011467 Yes
Table 4.1: Table of the 24 test cases used to evaluate the conditions for resuspension over a
linearly sloped topography. Here d is the mean grain size diameter, U∗max is the maximum
shear velocity, γ and Pes are the non-dimensional parameters defined in the text and C0
is the reference concentration by volume (%).
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4.4 Results
Propagating internal waves induce shear stress on the lake or ocean bottom. If the shear
stress is sufficient to overcome the settling, it will induce pickup, through the pickup
parametrization. However, this sediment is confined to the boundary layer near the to-
pography. In fact, in cases where resuspension was observed, we found that the internal
wave induced two regions of high sediment concentrations in the boundary layer, one in
the acceleration region near the front of the wave, and one near the convergence region in
the rear of the wave. In agreement with the literature [2, 16, 23], resuspension was only
observed at convergence behind the wave. We observe that sediment ejection out of the
boundary layer occurs with the formation and bursting of a separation bubble formed in
the posterior side of the internal wave. (If we had simulated internal waves of elevation,
the separation point would occur in the front of the wave [97].)
Figure 4.2 outputs the normalized horizontal velocity which clearly identities the sep-
aration bubble located in the boundary layer. Once this separation bubble bursts, the
resulting velocity field entrains a portion of the sediment found within the boundary layer.
For a more complete description of these bursting events, see [3, 46, 47].
Figure 4.3 plots the resultant resuspension associated with a separation bubble bursting
event at t = {85,90,100}. This figure has been saturated to 2 times the background
concentration (C0). In this case, we have that Pes = 100, and γC0=8.0e-2. Here we clearly
observe that the sediment in the boundary layer begins to separate from the topography
as a result of the separation bubble (a). This sediment is then resuspended into the water
column (b) and is advected by the vortices associated with the busting event (c). This is in
agreement with the commonly hypothesized process, though to the best of our knowledge
we are the first to model it explicitly.
4.4.1 Effect of Density Coupling
The coupling of the sediment concentration to the density field does not substantially
change the global dynamics of the resuspension events. If we turn off the density coupling
(i.e. ρ = ρf ), we can rerun the above simulation to see how the density coupling changes
the nature of the flow. We will denote these simulations as ‘passive’ and denote ‘active’
those simulations where density is coupled to the sediment concentration.
Figure 4.4 outputs the sediment concentration at t = 105 for active (top) and passive
(bottom) sediment concentration cases. We observe that the coupling of the sediment
concentration to the density field delays the resuspension event. At t=105, the passive
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Figure 4.2: Plot of the instantaneous distribution of the normalized horizontal velocity
field at t=85. A zoomed window highlighting the separation bubble (contoured in black)
has also been provided. Here we notice that the separation of the boundary layer is what
results in the ejection of particulate into the water column.
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Figure 4.3: Plot of the tracer evolution as it is ejected from the boundary layer. Image
has been saturated to a maximum value of C=2.5. Output times were selected to be t =
{85, 90, 100}. (Pes, γC0) = (100, 8.0e-2).
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Figure 4.4: Plot of the sediment concentration at t = 105 for the active (top) and passive
(bottom) concentration cases. Sediment concentration was saturated at C=2.
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Figure 4.5: Plot of the relative concentration in reference to the initial volumetric concen-
tration (C0) throughout the simulations.
concentration has already been ejected from the topography, where the active tracer is
in the process of ejection. However, the location of ejection was the same. Both cases
demonstrate three locations of ejection located at approximately x={0.3,0.45,0.6}.
Looking at the water column as a whole, figure 4.5 plots the total concentration change
relative to the initial concentration. We observe that there is a noticeable decrease in the
total amount of sediment present in the water column from the passive case. While the
global amount of sediment present within the water column is changed by the coupling of
density, the large scale dynamics of the resuspension events appears to be almost identical,
although delayed.
However, Figure 4.6 demonstrates how a passive concentration can lead to erroneous
resuspension events. If we run the present simulation while varying the height of the
hill, we can plot the maximum shear stress along topography. When the topography is
too small, no separation bubble burst is induced, and hence, no significant shear event is
observed. With reference to Fig.4.6, the active(top) and passive(bottom) concentrations
induce nearly identical maximal shear stress rates along the lake bottom with the exception
of a peak of maximum shear located at t≈120 for the passive Hill1. Thus we see that the
passive cases can lead to non-physical bottom shear stress and subsequent pickup. [The
cases are labeled according to their relative amplitude (i.e. Hill06 is a hill with height of
0.6 of the original hill)].
For the remainder of this discussion, we present the results for an active sediment
concentration. The present subsection was included here in order to demonstrate that
for the sediment concentrations found within this paper, the effect of density coupling is
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Figure 4.6: Plot of maximum shear for an active (top) and passive (bottom) sediment
concentration. Location of erroneous shear peak has been circled.
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not a dominant component of the initial bursting events, but does play a vital role in the
efficiency of resuspension.
4.4.2 Three-Dimensional Simulation
In order to verify that the above discussion, based on two-dimensional simulations, is
correct we ran a three-dimensional simulation to determine the dynamics of the ejection
event. In order to accomplish this, we extended the flow at t=80 into the third dimension
with a grid size 2048x32x192. A one percent velocity variation was introduced in order to
trigger any potential three-dimensionalization.
Figure 4.7 outputs an isocontour of sediment concentration at t=90. Here the isosurface
C=1.5 is coloured in green, and C=3 is coloured in yellow. We observe that spanwise motion
only becomes significant after the initial ejection event has occurred. As we are primarily
interested in the initial ejection event, we argue that the two dimensional approximation
is adequate for the present work.
4.4.3 Transport without Resuspension
Not all separation events lead to resuspension. If the internal wave does not induce pickup
in the boundary layer, a separation event is incapable of inducing true resuspension. We
observed simulations wherein the internal wave was capable of inducing a separation bubble
burst with no associated resuspension observed. Figure 4.8 outputs one such simulation at
t = {85,90,90}. In this case, we have that Pes = 275, and γC0=6.4e-4.
The wave induced bottom shear is insufficient to induce pickup into the boundary
layer. However, the dynamics of the bottom layer in a physical lake or ocean are much
more dynamic and complex than the simple shear induced pickup model presented here.
We mention here that if pickup were induced by another means, a separation event would
induce resuspension. Indeed, Hosegood and Van Haren [53] have argued that the sediment
fluxes observed in oceans cannot be completely explained by bed shear stress induced
pickup. We leave a discussion of the possible non-shear induced pickup mechanisms to a
future study.
Thus, we argue here that there exists a parameter regime wherein boundary layer
separation occurs with no associated resuspension. In order to determine a criteria for
resuspension, we ran 24 test cases for internal waves shoaling on a sloped bottom. Table
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Figure 4.7: A 3D plot of the iso-surface of the sediment concentration at C=1.5 (green)
and C=3 (yellow) at t = 90. The topography has been included in gray-scale.
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Figure 4.8: Plot of the sediment evolution as it is ejected from the boundary layer. Image
has been saturated to a maximum value of C=2. Output times were selected to be t =
{85, 90, 95}. (Pes, γC0) = (275, 6.4e-4).
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4.1 outputs the parameters of each case. Once again, all cases generate sufficiently large
waves to induce boundary layer separation.
Figure 4.9 shows the modification of the wave shape during shoaling, and shows a
resuspension event at t = 115. Again the image was saturated to a maximum value
of C=2. Four isocontours of density have also been superimposed in white to identify
the location of the internal wave. Notice here that, as before, we have vorticity roll-up
and sediment resuspension behind the leading internal wave. As well, a careful inspection
reveals a pickup region in the footprint of the wave. However, it is confined to the boundary
layer (near x = 1.5) and hence sediment will not be resuspended.
Figure 4.10 is a scatter plot of the 24 test cases and identifies the cases which induce
significant resuspension and those which do not. Here blue dots represent simulations where
significant resuspension was observed, and red dots represent simulations which little to
no resuspension was found. Circles are associated with a grain diameter of d = 100µm
and squares with a grain diameter of d = 50µm. X’s mark the location of the two hill
topography cases.
Fitting the above data with an exponential curve, we find that a criterion for true
resuspension is given by
Pes ≥ 1000 exp [−118γC0] .
4.5 Discussions and Conclusions
We observe that we can explicitly model sediment pickup and resuspension as a result of
internal waves propagating over topography. Here, separation events can induce signifi-
cant resuspension into the water column, provided that the internal wave is large enough
to induce pickup within the bottom boundary layer. This work is presented in support of
recent research indicating that internal wave induced boundary layer instabilities can in-
duce resuspension [97, 16, 23]. However, in the absence of other mechanisms, it is observed
that boundary layer separation is not always sufficient to induce resuspension. We present
here a criterion for internal wave induced resuspension events.
This model for resuspension does not take into account any other mechanisms which
can induce pickup. Hosegood and Van Haren [53] have argued that the bed shear stress
mechanism does not fully explain the increase in bed flux rates under internal waves. Future
work will present the explicit modeling of such effects. Our hope is that field observations
and/or experiments will validate our findings.
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Figure 4.9: Plot of the concentration evolution as it is ejected from the boundary layer as
a result of a shoaling internal wave. Image has been saturated to a maximum value of 2.5.
Four isocontours of density have been plotted to identify the location of the internal wave.
Output time was selected to be t = 115.
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Figure 4.10: Stability plot for various values of γ and Pes on a linearly sloped topography.
Blue dots corresponds to simulations where pickup occurred and red refer to plots where
no significant pickup was observed. Squares correspond to grain sizes of d = 50µm and
circles to d = 100µm. Data was fit with an exponential curve, as explained in the text.
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Chapter 5
Non-Newtonian Vortex Dynamics
Internal wave induced boundary layer instabilities can lead to the production of vortices
near the bottom of lake and oceans. This chapter discusses vortices in non-Newtonian fluid
mud and demonstrate that they may significantly contribute to the nutrient circulation
system. We begin by briefly discuss previous work on non-Newtonian fluid mud. We
describe the numerical method used to solve for the dynamics of vortices in such a fluid.
We then discuss non-Newtonian boundary layer theory. Continuing, simulations of vortices
in such a fluid are presented. We conclude by discussing the possible implications for lake
and ocean dynamics.
I would like to thank Derek Steinmoeller for his contributions to the present work.
5.1 Introduction
The study of fluid mud has received significant attention in the literature [7, 28, 74, 75, 78].
These mud layers are observed to be non-Newtonian in nature, and are often modeled as
a power-law fluid [7, 48, 57, 78, 28]. Mehta [74] discusses their formation and growth.
However, as noted in a recent paper by Ruyer-Quil et al. [86], this model of a non-
Newtonian fluid results in a divergence of viscosity at zero strain rate for a shear thinning
fluid. In this paper we will thus assume a Carreau-type model[25, 35, 17] for fluid mud. A
Carreau fluid has the property that it behaves as a power-law fluid in the high shear rate
limit, but as shear rate decreases the viscosity tends to a specified finite, non-zero value.
Alternate methods to compensate for the divergence in viscosity incorporate a Hershel-
Buckley model [6]. The consideration of such a model will be left to another study.
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of the basic problem layout. Above the rigid sediment bed, there
exists a layer of viscous fluid mud. We attempt to model vortices found within this layer
(dotted lines).
Significant interest has recently developed in the impact of vortex rings on sediment
beds [11, 77]. These vortices are of critical importance, especially near the bottom bound-
ary layer [71], in driving significant resuspension back into the water column. It is near
this bottom boundary layer that we expect to observe fluid mud. Previous studies have
attempted to model different characteristics of vortices within such a Carreau-type fluid
[35, 17] with Bohme et al. [17] considering the breakdown of a vortex in a fluid with a
viscosity profile which is qualitatively similar to a Carreau fluid. In this present paper, we
attempt to predict the effect that these non-Newtonian vortices have on the resuspension of
sediment using a novel pseudospectral method. Based upon a thorough literature search,
we believe we are the first to do so.
In order to model the effect that non-Newtonian vortices will have on resuspension,
we will assume that there exists a fixed region of fluid mud at the lake bottom, above
an impermeable sediment bed. A diagram of this model setup is presented in figure 5.1.
Within this mud layer, we look at the effect that the non-Newtonian nature of the flow
will have on the boundary layer between the mud and the solid sediment wall. In addition,
vortices found within the mud layer (dotted lines in the figure) will propagate and develop
in a manner dependent on the rheology of the fluid. As the resuspension of sediment is
largely dependent upon the bottom shear rate [11], we look at the shear rate along the
bottom solid boundary.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We begin by discussing the
methods used within this chapter including the governing equations, the basic problem
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layout and the numerical scheme. We then discuss the effect of a non-Newtonian fluid on
the boundary layer developing above a solid wall. We proceed to discuss the dynamics of
a single elliptical vortex and shielded dipole found within a non-Newtonian layer. We then
allow the shielded dipole to impact a solid wall and observe the resultant flow, with a focus
on secondary vortex production and repeated collisions in the shear thinning case. We also
demonstrate that in a situation with an increase in viscosity and the non-Newtonian nature
of the fluid with depth, shear thinning behaviour can counteract the increase in viscosity
and yield behaviour typically of much higher Reynolds numbers. Finally, we provide a
discussion and conclusion indicating avenues for future research.
5.2 Methods
We consider a two-dimensional, incompressible, non-Newtonian fluid of constant density
where the gravity term is absorbed into a modified pressure term. This fluid will obey the
Navier-Stokes equations augmented with a non-Newtonian constitutive law
Du
Dt
= − 1
ρ0
∇P + 1
ρ0
∇ · τ (5.1)
∇ · u = 0 (5.2)
The constitutive law for a Newtonian fluid is given as
1
ρ0
τ = 2νeij eij =
1
2
(∇iuj +∇jui) (5.3)
where eij is the rate of strain tensor and where the kinematic viscosity (ν) is not flow
dependent. Any departure of the viscosity from constant that depends on fluid motion
indicates a non-Newtonian fluid. Two well known empirical models of the non-Newtonian
viscosity are the power law fluid
ν = K
(
(I2)
2)
n
2
)
, (5.4)
for which K provides the typical “scale” of the viscosity, and the Carreau fluid, which can
be written as
ν = ν0
(
1 + (λI2)
2)n−12 . (5.5)
Here, λ is the relaxation time parameter in seconds. I2 is the root of the second invariant
of the rate of strain tensor
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I2 =
√
2
(
eijeij − (eii)2
)
. (5.6)
The second invariant is the sum of the principle minors of eij. Using the incompressibility
condition, we can simplify the second invariant as
I2 =
√
2eijeij. (5.7)
As mentioned in the introduction, the Carreau fluid model has some advantages over
the typical power law model, since viscosity tends to a finite reference value as the shear
rate tends to zero. Shear thinning fluids (n<1) are those whose viscosity decreases as a
function of shear rate. Shear thickening (n>1) fluids have a viscosity which increases as a
function of shear rate. Figure 5.2 plots representative viscosity curves based on shear rate.
We can then rewrite equation (5.1) in dimensionless form, with primes denoting dimen-
sionless variables, as
Du′
Dt′
= −∇P ′ + 1
Re
∇ ·
[(
1 + γ2I
′2
2
)n−1
2 ∇′u′
]
(5.8)
where the primes are dropped for the remainder of this paper for simplicity and we define
Re =
UL
ν0
γ =
λU
L
(5.9)
for typical values of velocity (U), length (L) and constant reference viscosity (ν0). We
similarly non-dimensionalize both the horizontal and vertical length scales by L.
For the purposes of this present paper we will consider three cases for n = {0.5, 1, 1.5}
being shear thinning, Newtonian, and shear thickening, respectively. As cited by Balmforth
[7], typical non-Newtonian parameter values for mud are n≈ 0.3. Uddin [105] and Ruyer-
Quil [86] both consider other shear thinning fluids with values of n ≈ 0.3 − 0.6. As a
conservative estimate for the parameter n, we consider shear thinning parameter n = 0.5.
5.2.1 Numerical Method
The Navier-Stokes equations are solved with a standard pressure projection method (hence-
forth PP). The various flavours of PP for Newtonian fluids have been thoroughly explained
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Figure 5.2: A representative plot of the change in viscosity as a function of shear rate for
a Carreau fluid. Examples of shear thinning and shear thickening fluids are illustrated.
in the literature[4]. A very popular approach in the method-of-lines framework[103] is the
high-order stiﬄy-stable splitting algorithm detailed by Karniadakis et al. [62]. The method
first forms a predicted velocity uˆ by explicitly evolving the advection terms with a linear
multi-step method. The projection step involves solving the following Poisson equation,
along with suitable boundary conditions [62], for the pressure p at time tk+1 = tk + ∆t:
1
∆t
[
∇ · ˆˆu−∇ · uˆ
]
= −∇2pk+1 , (5.10)
an equation that can be obtained by taking the divergence of the semi-discrete form of the
momentum equation after the advective terms have been evolved but before consideration
of the viscous terms. ˆˆu is the predicted velocity field after the projection step. The diver-
gence free constraint is subsequently enforced by removing the ∇ · ˆˆu term in (5.10). This
is equivalent to projecting the approximate solution onto the space of approximately non-
divergent velocity fields. Once pk+1 has been computed, the pressure gradient is evolved
in the semi-discrete form of Navier-Stokes momentum equations to recover the corrected
velocity field,
ˆˆu = uˆ−∆t∇pk+1 . (5.11)
The viscous terms can subsequently be evolved to recover uk+1 using implicit time-stepping
from the backward differentiation formula (BDF) family of time integrators. In the case
of a shear rate dependent viscosity the problem becomes strongly nonlinear, though by
evaluating the viscosity at the intermediate stage following (5.11), the problem is linearized,
and following a suitable application of the product rule, a robust algorithm results. The
resulting semi-discrete Helmholtz-type equation is
uk+1 − β0∆tˆˆν ′∇2uk+1 = β0∆t∇ˆˆuk · ∇ˆˆν ′ + ˆˆu , (5.12)
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where ν ′ = Re−1
(
1 + γ2I
′2
2
)n−1
2 , and 0 < β0 ≤ 1 depends on which BDF method is used.
Here, we use β0 = 1, corresponding to Euler’s method. This is a semi-implicit equation for
velocity uk+1 which we solve via an iterative scheme.
The spatial discretization techniques adopted are highly accurate pseudospectral meth-
ods [19]. In doubly-periodic domains, Fourier grids are used in each direction. In the
periodic channel geometry, a Chebyshev grid is used in the vertical coordinate to impose
the no-slip boundary condition at the top and bottom of the channel. In all cases, dif-
ferential operators can be defined using a matrix-free FFT-based formulation (to avoid
the large, dense matrices that are produced by pseudospectral methods). The pressure
Poisson problem is solved by first taking the Fourier transform of equation (5.10) along
any periodic dimension. In doubly periodic domains, the 2D problem is reduced to a sim-
ple algebraic relation that must be inverted for each two-dimensional Fourier mode. In
the finite channel case, the problem is transformed to a collection of decoupled 1D linear
systems that can be directly solved in Matlab with relative ease. Since the viscosity op-
erator contains a spatially-varying coefficient, the Fourier modes become coupled and the
transform techniques used for the pressure problem cannot be applied to the viscous prob-
lem. Instead, the viscous problem is solved iteratively with Matlab’s built-in generalized
minimum residual (GMRES) iterative solver together with suitable pre-conditioning.
5.2.2 Problem Layout
In order to provide a complete picture of the non-Newtonian effect acting within the fluid
mud layer near the rigid sediment bed, we consider three distinct physical setups. First,
we consider a non-Newtonian boundary layer. Second, we examine both a single vortex
and a shielded dipole in a doubly periodic domain. Finally, we consider a shielded dipole
impacting a solid wall. Table 5.2.2 organizes the various cases along with their respective
parameter values.
The first case is that of a boundary layer near the solid sediment layer. On short
time-scales, the effect of viscosity will be negligible within the main water column but
will be dominant near the solid boundaries, where the shear rate is high. For this rea-
son, non-Newtonian effects will be especially pronounced close to the wall. We derive a
non-Newtonian boundary layer equation and solve the non-linear problem for the velocity
profiles using an iterative scheme.
For the second case, we assume a doubly periodic domain. Here, we study the effect of
the non-Newtonian viscosity on vorticity and its implications in fluid mud. We consider
both a single elliptical vortex as well as a shielded dipole.
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The single vortex is initialized using a Gaussian function for vorticity:
ω
ω0
= exp
[
−
((x
3
)2
+ z2
)]
. (5.13)
Using the RMS-velocity as the characteristic velocity scale and the domain length for the
characteristic length, Re ≈ 20, 000pi. The self-induced currents of the vorticity will cause
the vortex to spiral and form of an axisymmetric distribution of vorticity, that is, the
elliptical vortex will transition to a circular vortex, possibly with tendrils that extend out
from the main vortex body. For simplicity we set λ = 1 (γ ≈ 1.4).
Previous work on vortex interaction with a solid wall has been performed using a
shielded dipole [26, 27]. Following these articles, we initialize a shielded dipole by specifying
the velocity profile:
u
u0
= z
(
exp
[
−x
2
1 + z
2
σ
]
− exp
[
−x
2
2 + z
2
σ
])
, (5.14)
w
u0
=
(
− x1 exp
[
−x
2
1 + z
2
σ
]
+ x2 exp
[
−x
2
2 + z
2
σ
])
, (5.15)
where
x1 = x+
1
10
, x2 = x− 1
2
, σ =
1
100
. (5.16)
If we once again use the RMS-velocity as the characteristic velocity, we find that Re
≈ 26, 000. Here, to estimate the non-Newtonian effect of the fluid, we set λ = 0.1 (γ ≈ 2.6).
To quantify the effect of viscosity over time, we will look at two metrics for the motion,
the kinetic energy and the enstrophy. Both of these can be defined as
KE =
∫
1
2
(
u2 + w2
)
dA, (5.17)
Enst. =
∫
ω2dA (5.18)
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Case Fluid n λ γ
Boundary Layer - - - 1
Elliptical Vortex Shear Thinning 0.5 1 1.4
Newtonian 1 1 1.4
Shear Thickening 1.5 1 1.4
Shielded Dipole Shear Thinning 0.5 0.1 2.6
Newtonian 1 0.1 2.6
Shear Thickening 1.5 0.1 2.6
Dipole-Wall Interaction Shear Thinning 0.5 0.1 2.6
Newtonian 1 0.1 2.6
Shear Thickening 1.5 0.1 2.6
Table 5.1: Table of the various dynamical cases presented below.
where ω is the vorticity.
Finally, we allow the shielded dipole (equations (5.14-5.15)) to impact a solid wall.
Here, we impose the no-slip boundary conditions at the wall
u
∣∣∣∣
z=− 1
2
= 0, w
∣∣∣∣
z=− 1
2
= 0. (5.19)
In order to evaluate the effect of the interaction of the dipole with the wall, we examine
the shear rate along the bottom boundary,
Shear =
∂u
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=− 1
2
. (5.20)
So as to provide consistency between different simulations, we normalize all simulation
time scales to unity. Thus, all simulations run between 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
5.3 Boundary Layer
In the boundary layer it will be true that
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U  W , L H. (5.21)
Assuming a Carreau fluid model, we can expand the second invariant to find that, to first
order, in the boundary layer,
I2 ∼ uz, 1 + (γI2)2 ∼ γ2u2z, where γuz  1 (5.22)
or that the power law fluid constitutive law can be applied. Under the standard boundary
layer scaling arguments [63], we can then write the boundary layer equations, with no
pressure forcing, as
ux + wz = 0 , (5.23)
uux + wuz =
1
ReBL
∂z ([uz]
n) , (5.24)
1
ReBL
=
νNN
LU
L2
H2
, (5.25)
νNN = νo
(
γU
H
)n−1
. (5.26)
As a simple solution to the boundary layer problem, we assume that the external flow
is constant, U = Ue. In addition, we will assume a similarity solution within the boundary
layer so that
u = g(η) , η =
z
δ(x)
. (5.27)
Using a streamfunction (the existence of which is guaranteed by incompressibility), we can
then write
u = ∂zψ , w = −∂xψ , ψ = δ(x)f(η) . (5.28)
Substituting these relations into the boundary layer equations, we determine the boundary
layer thickness to be
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delta =
(
xν0
U2−ne
λn−1
) 1
n+1
. (5.29)
Hence, the boundary layer equation becomes
f ′′(η)n−1f ′′′(η) +
1
n(n+ 1)
f(η)f ′′(η) = 0, (5.30)
lim
η→∞
f ′(η) = 1, (5.31)
f ′(0) = 0, (5.32)
f(0) = 0. (5.33)
Evaluating the boundary layer problem at x = 1, we can compare the various profiles by
rescaling the problem to form a consistent coordinate system. The rescaled boundary layer
coordinate is defined as
η∗ = η
δ(1)
δN(1)
= ηγ
n−1
n+1
ν
1
n+1
0
ν
1
2
0
(5.34)
where δN is the boundary layer thickness for the Newtonian case.
Figure 5.3 plots the resultant u profiles for shear thinning (n=0.5), Newtonian (n=1),
and shear thickening (n = 1.5) cases. We give upper and lower bounds for the Newtonian
case assuming that the viscosity increases and decreases by a factor of two. That is, the
upper and lower bounds are given by ν = 2ν0 and ν = 0.5ν0 respectively.
We observe that the non-Newtonian nature of the flow yields a boundary layer with a
qualitatively different structure. The shear thinning fluid is nearly identical to the New-
tonian case for η∗ < 1. However, for increasing η∗, the thickness of the shear thinning
boundary layer decreases to that of a fluid with half the viscosity. Thus the shear thinning
decreases the boundary layer thickness by about 30% from Newtonian. The structure of
the boundary layer of the shear thickening fluid is substantially different from the Newto-
nian case, with a thickness nearly twice that of the Newtonian case. We also notice that
the shear thickening and Newtonian upper bound curves cross at η∗ ≈ 2.5, indicating that
Newtonian and non-Newtonian boundary-layers are geometrically different in nature. We
discuss the potential implication of these profiles in the discussion section below.
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Figure 5.3: A comparison of shear thinning (n=0.5), Newtonian (n=1) and shear thick-
ening (n=1.5) boundary layer velocity profiles. We also provide upper and lower bounds
for the Newtonian case assuming the viscosity increases and decreases by a factor of 2.
That is, the upper and lower bounds of the region are given by ν = 2ν0 and ν = 0.5ν0
respectively. Boundary layer coordinates have been rescaled to provide a standardized
coordinate system.
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5.4 Doubly Periodic Domain
5.4.1 Single Vortex
We initialize a single vortex, as described by equation (5.13), in a doubly periodic domain.
Allowing this vortex to evolve, we plot the vorticity at various output times in figure 5.4.
Here, the panels are plotted at t = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}.
For the Newtonian vortex({b,e,h}), the vortex begins to spiral, inducing a galaxy-like
tendril structure. For a more technical discussion, see McWilliams [73, Chapter 3]. The
viscosity then diffuses the tendrils, resulting in a circular vortex which will itself slowly
decay in time. In contrast, the shear thickening fluid ({c,f,h}) quickly diffuses any trace of
these tendrils. We see that by t = 0.5, the tendrils are being quickly diffused, and by t =
0.75, the vortex has decayed significantly more than its Newtonian counterpart.
The shear thinning fluid conveys a very different story. Here we observe the opposite
effect to the shear thickening case. At t = 0.5, we see that the vorticity of the shear
thinning case is nearly identical to the Newtonian vortex. As time progresses, we see
a clear differentiation occurring so that by t = 0.75, the vortex tendrils are still largely
present. The shear thinning nature of the fluid preserves the small scale features of the
vorticity. This effect will have a substantial impact when we consider the case of a vortex
dipole colliding with a solid boundary below in section 5.5.
Figure 5.5 plots both the kinetic energy and enstrophy as a function of time. As
expected, the shear thinning fluid preserves the kinetic energy and enstrophy over a longer
period compared to the Newtonian fluid. A shear thickening fluid rapidly diffuses both the
vorticity and momentum, and hence damps both the total kinetic energy and enstrophy.
5.4.2 Shielded Dipole
We can similarly observe non-Newtonian effects acting on a shielded dipole, as defined
in equations (5.14, 5.15). The dipole’s flow field causes it to propagate in space, in the
negative z-direction. Figure 5.6 plots the vorticity of the shear thinning (a), Newtonian
(b), and shear thickening (c) dipole along with the natural logarithm of the corresponding
spectra of kinetic energy at t = 0.25. Each vorticity plot has been shifted in order to
ensure that the dipole remains centered. The log of the spectra have been saturated to
values between −2 and 8 and only a subset of wave numbers is shown, for optimal viewing.
Looking at the spectra, it becomes very clear that the shear thinning fluid has significantly
more energy in small length scales than the corresponding shear thickening case.
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Figure 5.4: Plot of the evolution of a shear thinning (n=0.5), Newtonian (n=1) and shear
thickening (n=1.5) vortex. Output times have been taken at t = 0.25 {(a),(b),(c)}, t =
0.5 {(d),(e),(f)} and t = 0.75 {(g),(h),(i)}. Notice that the shear thickening damps out
almost all of the dynamics by t = 0.5, and the shear thinning fluid preserves its small scale
features. In each panel, the vorticity has been scaled by the maximum value of the initial
vorticity field.
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Figure 5.5: Plot of the percent decrease in kinetic energy (top) and enstrophy (bottom) of
the initial vortex over time. As expected, the shear thinning fluid maintains its energy over
a longer period of time than the other two examples. The shear thickening fluid rapidly
loses both energy and enstrophy.
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Figure 5.6: Plot of the shifted vorticity for the shear thinning (a), Newtonian (b) and
shear thickening dipole (c) at t = 0.25. Here we also plot the natural logarithm of the
corresponding spectra of the kinetic energy {(d),(e),(f)}. The log spectra was saturated
between values of -2 and 8. Spectra has been windowed in order to provide clarity of the
image. The dipole is moving in the negative z-direction.
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Figure 5.7: Plot of the shifted vorticity for the shear thinning (a), Newtonian (b) and
shear thickening dipole (c) at t = 0.75. Here we also plot the natural logarithm of the
corresponding spectra of the kinetic energy {(d),(e),(f)}. The log spectra was saturated
between values of −2 and 8. Spectra has been windowed in order to provide clarity of the
image.
Due to the periodicity of the domain, the propagating dipole will interact with the
remnant of vorticity from the initialization. This interaction occurs at approximately t =
0.5 and acts to slow the dipoles. Figure 5.7 is the analogue of figure 5.6 for time t = 0.75.
We can see here that the shear thickening dipole becomes trapped by the interaction while
the shear thinning dipole continues to propagate along. The spectra further clarify the
disparity in scales between the three cases. It is very clear that the spectra of the shear
thinning case (d) have energy at shorter wavelengths, where the shear thickening case has
virtually none. As we discuss below, these small scale features can have a significant effect
on the global flow over a long time-scale.
Looking at the energy and enstrophy plotted in figure 5.8, we find that the results are
similar to those found previously (in figure 5.5). We find that only about 20% of the kinetic
energy has been lost for the shear thinning case, whereas over half of the kinetic energy of
the shear thickening fluid has been removed by t=1.
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Figure 5.8: Plot of the percent decrease in kinetic energy of the initial vortex-pair over
time. As expected, the shear thinning fluid maintains its energy over a longer period of
time than the other two examples. The shear thickening fluid rapidly loses both energy
and enstrophy.
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Figure 5.9: Plot of the position of the dipole over time. As a result of the decrease in
viscosity, the shear thinning dipole travels significantly faster than the other two cases.
As the viscosity begins to diffuse the vorticity of the dipole, the self-induced currents
begin to wane and the dipole begins to slow down. Figure 5.9 plots the location of the
point of maximum vorticity as a function of time and thus tracks the dipole as it progresses.
What we see is that the shear thinning fluid maintains its velocity over time. In all cases,
we see a decay in the dipole velocity, which is especially true for the shear thickening
dipole. What we see is that the shear thinning fluid velocity decreases at a much slower
rate than the other cases. As time progresses, the difference in position increases. As
mentioned before, the dipole interaction with the remnant vorticity amplifies the disparity
in position.
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5.5 Wall
As the vortices within the viscous mud layer impact the solid porous layer, they can
induce significant ejection of particulate back into the main water column [11]. Sediment
resuspension can be directly correlated to bottom shear stress (see Blanchette et al. [12] and
the references therein). To model the vortex induced shear rate within a non-Newtonian
fluid, we allow the shielded dipole discussed above to impact a solid no-slip wall and observe
the result. Figure 5.10 shows the resultant structure of the dipole as it impacts the wall.
Here, t = {0, 0.25, 0.5}. There exists a substantially different structure of vorticity in all
three cases.
At t = 0.25 in Figure 5.10(d-f), we see that there is already a clear difference in the
location of the dipole. Moreover, the choice of rheology has already altered the spatial dis-
tribution of vorticity and velocity, in a manner that is consistent with simulations presented
in section 5.4.2.
Once this dipole impacts the solid wall, we see that in the shear thickening fluid case,
the dipole has diffused significantly and largely lost its initial vorticity. The Newtonian
case, in contrast, maintains some structure, with two rebounding dipoles visible, albeit
much weaker than the initial dipole. The shear thinning fluid has an entirely different
structure to the flow than the other two cases. Here, two asymmetric dipoles have been
generated by the interaction of the initial dipole with the boundary. Each new dipole
exhibits significant structure on small length scales.
Examining the kinetic energy and enstrophy in figure 5.11, we notice that again the
shear thinning fluid maintains its kinetic energy significantly longer than the shear thick-
ening fluid. Notice now, however, that in this case when the dipole impacts the wall at
t ≈ 0.31, there is sharp decrease in the kinetic energy. This is especially significant in the
Newtonian case, but is observable in all cases. In addition, there is a substantial amount
of vorticity generation during the interaction of the dipole with the boundary layer. In
particular, we see that when the dipole impacts the wall, there is a seven-fold increase
in enstrophy from the initial condition. This increase in vorticity is what results in the
asymmetric dipole structures visible in figure 5.10(g).
We next consider the shear rate along the bottom wall. Figure 5.12 shows a waterfall
plot of the normalized bottom shear rate (left) along with the maximum shear rate as a
function of time (right), normalized by the absolute maximum shear rate of the Newtonian
case. Here we see that the impact of the dipole on the wall induces a significant amount
of shear along the bottom boundary. Indeed, the shear thinning case induces up to five
times more shear rate at the bottom wall than the Newtonian case.
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Figure 5.10: Plot of the evolution of vorticity for a shear thinning (n=0.5), Newtonian
(n=1) and shear thickening (n=1.5) vortex. Output times have been taken at t = 0
{(a),(b),(c)}, t = 0.25 {(d),(e),(f)} and t = 0.5 {(g),(h),(i)}. Notice that here, unlike the
previous examples, the structure of the flow has been significantly altered as a result of the
change in viscosity. In each panel, the vorticity has been scaled by the maximum value of
the initial vorticity field.
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Figure 5.11: Plot of the decrease in kinetic energy of the initial vortex over time. Here the
effect of the wall is clearly seen at t ≈ 0.31. The wall causes the kinetic energy to rapidly
decrease with a rapid increase in enstrophy.
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Figure 5.12: Waterfall plot (left) of the shear rate along the bottom boundary over time
(Newtonian case shown). Notice that the impact of the dipole causes a significant amount
of shear rate along the bottom. The maximum shear rate on the bottom boundary is
plotted (right), normalized to the absolute maximum of the Newtonian case. Here we plot
the shear thinning fluid (−−), the Newtonian fluid (−), and the shear thickening fluid (··).
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A second point to note is that, near t = 0.8, we see that there is a second peak in
shear rate for the shear thinning case as a result of the secondary impact of the dipole.
Figure 5.13 shows the spatial distribution of vorticity during this secondary impact of the
shear thinning dipole and compares it to the Newtonian. We see that the shear thinning
dipole slams into the wall a second time where the Newtonian dipole has mostly diffused
away. This secondary dipole impact induces as much shear along the bottom boundary as
the Newtonian case. As the boundary layer is significantly larger for the shear thinning
case, and since the shear thinning nature of the fluid preserves the small scale features
of the flow, this has the potential to cause a cascade of subsequent lake bottom impacts
not observed in the Newtonian case. Similar roll-ups have been observed for Newtonian
fluids in various parameter regimes [77, 27] (typically associated with a higher Reynolds
number).
5.5.1 Mud Layer
As particulate matter begins to settle out of suspension, the concentration of particulate
will increase towards the bottom of the water column. As such, the value of density,
viscosity and the fluid rheology will vary [60]. In order to simulate this effect, we reconsider
the previous simulation and set the viscosity within our box of fluid to increase by a factor
of two over the vertical extent of the domain, and similarly allow the non-Newtonian
parameter n to decrease by a factor of two over the vertical extent of the domain.
n = 1 + (n0 − 1) exp
[
−z +
1
2
0.25
]
, (5.35)
ν = ν0
(
1 + exp
[
−z +
1
2
0.25
])
(5.36)
Clearly, for the Newtonian case (n0 = 1) the value of n will be constant throughout the
domain.
Figure 5.14 plots the observed vorticity structure at t = 0.5. The shear thinning fluid
[n0 = 0.5](a) maintains some of its structure from the previous example but it is clear that
the increase in viscosity has significantly diffused the flow. Similarly, the Newtonian case
[n0=1] (b) has also diffused the flow, resulting in a structure similar to that found in the
shear thickening case above in figure 5.10(i). Figure 5.14(c) plots the vorticity found in
figure 5.10(g) for comparison.
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Figure 5.13: Plot of the evolution of vorticity for a shear thinning (n=0.5), and Newtonian
(n=1) dipole. Output times have been taken at t = 0.6 {(a),(b)}, t = 0.7 {(c),(d)} and t
= 0.8 {(e),(f)}. In each panel, the vorticity has been scaled by the maximum value of the
initial vorticity field.
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Figure 5.14: Plots of the vorticity at t = 0.5 for the shear thinning (a) and Newtonian
(b) cases under a variance of viscosity and n. Panel (c) plots the vorticity found in figure
5.10(g) for comparison.
Figure 5.15 plots the shear rate along the bottom boundary. Here, there is significantly
less shear along the wall upon impact than we observed previously. We extract the Newto-
nian profile from the previous example (figure 5.12), and compare it with the results found
here, and observe that despite the viscosity doubling, the non-Newtonian nature of the
flow is enough to compensate for the increased viscosity. As shown in figure 5.15, there is a
twofold increase in shear rate along the bottom boundary layer from the constant viscosity
Newtonian case. This result suggests that the increase in fluid viscosity will not necessarily
overcome the non-Newtonian effects induced within the fluid mud layer.
5.6 Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper we have used pseudospectral methods to model the flow of vortices evolving
within a Carreau fluid. While similar numerical methods for non-Newtonian fluids have
been employed in other contexts [57, 56], we are unaware of any other publication that has
used these methods to solve the full, incompressible non-Newtonian momentum equations
to model the dynamics of non-Newtonian vortices. Pseudospectral methods offer a number
of advantages over other numerical methods due to their excellent resolution characteristics
and high-order accuracy[19]. The Fourier method is especially useful in problems with a
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Figure 5.15: Waterfall and shear rate plot similar to figure 5.12. Notice that the shear rate
is significantly less than that found previously. Upon comparison with the Newtonian case
found in figure 5.12, we see that despite the increase in viscosity, the shear thinning nature
still causes an increase in bottom shear rate, although diminished for the previous shear
thinning case. Plotted are the shear thinning fluid (−−), the constant viscosity Newtonian
fluid (−), and the viscosity varying Newtonian fluid (··).
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periodic horizontal coordinate, and the Chebyshev method is ideal for resolving viscous
boundary layers since it naturally clusters grid points near solid boundaries [103]. These
methods are easily extended to three-dimensional problems [101] and this provides a clear
avenue for future study.
The interaction of vortices with a boundary layer has been shown to be quite complex
[29, 71]. Similarly, Ozdemir et al. [81] have considered the complex processes leading
to the relaminarization of a mud laden boundary layer (or lutocline), using a Newtonian
fluid. They however did not consider resuspension or non-Newtonian effects. As such, it
is important to understand how the non-Newtonian nature of a fluid affects the structure
of a boundary layer near a solid wall. In fact, the difference in structure of the boundary
layer has important implications to resuspension. As we mentioned previously, the effect of
viscosity is pronounced within the boundary layer, as this will be the region of largest shear
rate. This shear rate is what will eventually induce the resuspension of sediment back into
the water column. As we have discussed above, the shear thinning fluid generates a much
smaller boundary layer when compared to the other cases. While the full implications of
this effect are not fully known, we argue that it results in a significantly higher gradient
near the boundary which can lead to significantly more pickup. Further study of these
boundary layers and their impact on resuspension needs to be performed with a more
complete model that accounts for buoyancy effects.
In an attempt to understand how vortices evolve within a non-Newtonain fluid, we
simulated the evolution of an elliptical vortex and a shielded dipole. It was observed that
the non-Newtonian nature of the fluid affected the small scale features of the flow. A
shear thickening fluid diffuses the small scale features, whereas a shear thinning fluid will
preserve them. This is one indication that the non-Newtonian nature of fluid mud must
be included in models to correctly model lake bottoms. We observe a significant difference
in the vorticity dynamics as a direct result of the non-constant viscosity.
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Chapter 6
Fluid Circulation and Seepage in
Lake Sediment due to Propagating
and Trapped Internal Waves
The following discussion of internal wave induced seepage has been previously published
in water resources research.
Olsthoorn, J., M.Stastna, and N.Soontiens (2012), Fluid circulation and
seepage in lake sediment due to propagating and trapped internal waves, Water
Resour. Res., 48, W11520, doi:10.1029/2012WR012552.
Permission to use this work has been provided in Appendix 7.
I would like to thank Nancy Soontiens for her assistance with the present work.
In the following discussion, we demonstrate that internal waves can induce significant
seepage through the porous lake and ocean bottom. This has important implications to the
nutrient circulation system as internal waves may prove to the dominant seepage forcing
mechanism in water columns of depths greater than a few meters. The following exposi-
tion demonstrates that internal waves can induce greater seepage than their surface water
counterparts due to their large wavelength, slow evolution, and large pressure signature at
the bottom of the water column.
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6.1 Introduction
Flow through permeable lake, coastal, or river sediment has received significant atten-
tion in the literature [21, 34, 42, 50, 85]. The resultant flow in, and out, of the porous
medium can have profound implications on bed-water column heat and chemical exchange
[1, 50, 58, 76]. In turn, this exchange can have implications for food web dynamics, es-
pecially in nutrient limited situations such as those that occur in oligotrophic lakes. The
primary means of generating flow through a porous lake bottom is through spatially vary-
ing pressure fluctuations at the sediment-water interface (henceforth SWI) [34]. Natural
waters exhibit motions, and hence pressure fluctuations, on a wide variety of length scales
ranging from variations in boundary layer turbulence due to bottom ripples on the scale of
centimeters to basin scale motions on the scale of kilometers. A commonly observed cause
of bottom pressure fluctuations in shallow water is surface waves. At depths greater than
a few meters, the bottom pressure signature of these waves is weak. However, most lakes
and coastal waters are stratified for at least some portion of the year and the resulting
density stratification can serve as a wave guide for internal wave motion. Internal waves
are typically longer than surface waves, are slow moving, and due to the small density
differences across the thermocline, can reach large amplitude. Moreover, they are often
long lived and hence can induce significant bottom currents and pressure fluctuations with
a characteristic geometric pattern that differs from surface wave induced fluctuations.
The range of motions of a density stratified fluid including interaction with a wind
driven surface wave field and bottom topography is truly bewildering. No numerical model
we are aware of covers all these scales of interest, and even if one were available, the problem
of isolating particular phenomena would be extremely difficult. In stratified lakes, a typical
situation leading to the generation of large amplitude internal waves is schematized in
Figure 1. In the upper panel a persistent wind has induced a downwind tilt of the lake
surface and a corresponding larger upwind tilt of the thermocline. In the lower panel,
after the wind slackens, the internal seiche steepens due to finite amplitude effects and
leads to the formation of a train of finite amplitude internal waves. These waves are both
nonlinear and non-hydrostatic, and thus present a challenge for many lake scale models.
Measurements of this scenario have been reported in the literature for geography as varied
as Lake Kinneret, Israel [14], Lake Constance, Germany [83], and Toolik Lake, Alaska,
USA [72]. A significant body of literature is available on coherent aspects of internal
wave motions. In particular, the fully nonlinear theory leading to the Dubreil-Jacotin-
Long (DJL) equation which describes internal solitary waves (ISWs) and steady trapped
waves (see the review [49] and [94] for recent discussions) provides an easy to use tool with
which to address internal wave-induced motions in the porous bottom. Observations of
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supercritical internal waves have also been reported in [30].
Darcy’s law is a classical, experimentally determined relationship which relates pore
pressure gradients in a porous medium with the seepage rate (often also referred to as
filtration, or filtration rate). Given a pressure distribution at the SWI, Darcy’s law thus
provides an effective way of determining the flow in the porous medium [79, ch.1]. Various
refinements of Darcy’s law have been proposed, including the Brinkman and Forchheimer
terms. These attempt to partially account for shear stress and finite Reynolds number,
respectively [76, 79]. However, neither modification comes with a firm range of applicability
and, in the present context, the literature suggests neither is important [76]. Any modelling
effort attempting to include these refinements would also need to consider a generalized
boundary condition, as discussed in the classical paper by Beavers and Joseph [9] and in
a more recent comparative work [70]. In the present work, we will use Darcy’s law only,
and hence we can supply all the necessary boundary conditions at the SWI by invoking
continuity of pore pressure with the bottom pressure in the free fluid. We assume that the
seepage through the porous medium is small, consistent with literature on the damping of
linear and weakly nonlinear surface gravity waves by flow over a porous region [37, 82]. This
assumption allows us to solve for the pressure at the SWI based purely on the physics in
the free fluid. This pressure profile subsequently drives the seepage in the porous medium.
The coupling across the SWI is thus one way, in the sense that the modification of the flow
in the free fluid due to the porous medium is neglected. This one way coupling is justified
by the vast separation of scales between ISW induced velocities and velocities within the
porous medium.
Motivated by the findings of [106] who demonstrated that convection is insufficient
to explain the seepage through the porous bottom of marine sand, the above described
approach has been explored by a number of authors, generally in an attempt to study
seepage due to surface wave induced flow over topography (e.g. ripples with centimeter
scales), and has demonstrated noticeable seepage in the porous layer [93, 34, 89, 55, 20, 54].
We argue here that internal waves induce substantially more seepage through the porous
domain than surface gravity waves in lakes deeper than a few meters. We note that the
exact composition of a particular lake bottom may be different from that found in the
coastal ocean, however for the following discussion ocean bottom and lake bottom will be
used interchangeably. This may have to be revisited in any future work that compares the
theory with field observations.
While we are concerned here mainly with the seepage through the porous layer, we note
that Shum [93] has constructed a model to explicitly model the flow of solutes through the
porous layer. Similarly, a recent study by Grant et al. [44] argued that the mass transport
through the hyporheic zone may be significantly different than previously thought. We
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Figure 6.1: Diagram of the formation of an internal wave-train by the steepening of a
lake scale seiche. In the upper panel, a persistent wind causes a downwind tilt of the lake
surface and a corresponding larger upwind tilt of the thermocline. In the lower panel, after
the wind slackens, the internal seiche steepens due to finite amplitude effects and leads to
the formation of a train of finite amplitude, non-hydrostatic internal waves.
leave the coupling of such work with internal waves for future investigations.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows: We briefly discuss the comparison
between surface gravity waves and internal waves and their generation. The governing
equations for the free fluid and their various manipulations used to find finite amplitude
internal waves are also briefly summarized. This is followed by a statement of the boundary
value problem in the porous medium, and a brief discussion of numerical methods. The
results are divided into three parts. First, we discuss the effect of the wavelength of the
pressure profile at the SWI. Second, we analyze a single, propagating internal solitary wave
and the seepage it induces. We discuss the effect of varying the depth of the porous layer
and vertical variation in permeability (or permeability stratification). We subsequently
move on to flows induced by trapped internal waves over topography. Finally, we propose
a scenario during which the wave-induced boundary layer instabilities [32, 98] modify
the permeability distributions beneath and downstream of the wave, and hence lead to
increased seepage in the porous medium and transport across the SWI. The final section
reviews the findings and discusses future directions.
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6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Surface and Internal Waves
The linear wave theory for surface gravity waves (SGWs) has been studied extensively (See
[31, 63] for a full derivation and exposition). The three key aspects of SGWs which we
will focus on are that, in comparison to internal waves: 1) SGWs have relatively short
wavelengths, 2) SGWs have comparatively fast propagation speeds, and 3) the amplitude
of the pressure profile induced by SGWs decays exponentially with depth of the water
column. In particular, if we consider a surface wave with a sinusoidal form, an angular
frequency ω, and a wavenumber k, the phase and group speed of rightward propagating
waves are given by
cp =
√
kg tanh kH
and
cg =
cp
2
[
1 +
2kH
sinh 2kH
]
,
while the pressure distribution at the bottom of a lake with uniform depth H is given by
P + ρgH =
ρga
cosh (kH)
cos (kx− ωt) . (6.1)
Here, a is the amplitude of the gravity wave, H is the depth of the lake and g is the
acceleration due to gravity (see [63]).
For the theoretical description of ISWs, we consider an incompressible, inviscid fluid
in a fixed reference frame under the Boussinesq and rigid lid approximations. The fluid
motion is thus governed by the Euler equations, expressing the conservation of momentum,
∂~u
∂t
+ ~u · ~∇~u = − 1
ρ0
~∇p+ ρ
ρ0
~g (6.2)
the incompressibility condition, expressing conservation of mass,
~∇ · ~u = 0 (6.3)
and the density equation
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∂ρ
∂t
+ ~u · ~∇ρ = 0 (6.4)
where ~u = (u,w) represents the fluid velocity, p the pressure, ρ the total density, ρ0 a
constant reference density, and ~g the acceleration due to gravity. As is customary, we
assume that the density can be decomposed into a background profile ρ¯(z), which depends
only on the vertical coordinate, and a perturbation. The total density can be written
in terms of the far upstream profile, ρ(x, z, t) = ρ¯ (z − η), where η(x, z, t) defines the
isopycnal displacement from its far upstream height. The buoyancy, or Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨,
frequency N(z), which is defined via the relation
N2(z) = −g 1
ρ0
dρ¯
dz
(6.5)
gives the frequency of oscillations of a fluid particle infinitesimally displaced from its resting
height z. In a lake, the density would be determined via an equation of state from the
temperature.
While the above equations are suitable for a time dependent simulation, a far simpler
description is possible for either a propagating internal solitary wave (ISW) or a steady
internal wave trapped over topography. In both of these situations the Euler equations can
be reduced, via a series of somewhat complicated algebraic manipulations (see [94, 96] for
a detailed derivation), to a single, scalar equation for the isopycnal displacement η(x, z, t).
This is the well-known Dubreil-Jacotin-Long (DJL) equation,
∇2η + N
2(z − η)
U20
η = 0 (6.6)
where U0 is the wave propagation speed for ISW and the upstream velocity for trapped
waves. The boundary conditions far upstream and downstream are that η tends to zero,
while both the rigid lid at the top (at z = H) and variable bottom (at z = h(x)) are
streamlines.
From a mathematical point of view, the DJL equation is formally elliptic and strongly
nonlinear. Not surprisingly, no non-zero analytical solutions are known (except for the
special situation when N2(z) is constant). However, numerical methods for the DJL equa-
tion are readily available, and have resulted in a great deal of insight into finite amplitude
ISWs and trapped waves.
Briefly, both ISWs and trapped waves are “long waves” in the mathematical sense.
The practical implication of this fact is that, unlike the exponential decay of the pressure
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η
Figure 6.2: Diagram of the basic problem layout. Note the inflow and outflow conditions
as we are in a frame of reference moving with the wave. The internal wave generates a
pressure distribution used to solve for the seepage within the porous lake bed (grey). Note
the impermeable layer under the bed (black). Behind the wave of depression, often a region
of boundary layer instability will form and this is also depicted here as a superposition of
three dotted ellipses.
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perturbation induced by SGWs (see equation 6.1), the pressure perturbation at the lake
bottom due to ISWs and internal trapped waves is large. Moreover, the pressure pertur-
bation is steady in a frame of reference moving with the wave speed. This profile can
be diagnostically determined from the solution of the DJL equation and used to drive a
model of the porous layer. In practice, the solutions of the DJL equation can be computed
up to some limiting amplitude. It has been shown [65] that three qualitative types of
upper bounds on wave amplitude are possible. The first is the so-called breaking limit,
beyond which waves would have closed streamlines. It can be thought of as the internal
wave analogue of SGWs breaking on a beach. The second is the broadening limit in which
waves tend to a limiting state consisting of a central region with flat isopycnals, and is
sometimes referred to as the conjugate flow limit [67]. The third is the so-called stability
limit, in which the gradient Richardson number of the wave induced flow dips below 0.25
and shear instability is possible in the wave [66]. In the following we will consider large
ISWs and trapped waves, but well below the limiting amplitude. Oceanographic measure-
ments of large amplitude internal waves are discussed in the recent review by [49], while
in a lake context well resolved measurements of large amplitude internal waves have been
reported for Lake Constance [83] throughout the stratified season. We briefly mention here
that when the pycnocline is above the mid-depth, ISWs of depression will form. Similarly,
when the pycnocline is below the mid-depth, ISWs of elevation form.
Trapped waves are a more recently reported phenomenon [99, 94] and can reach ampli-
tudes larger than the limiting ISW amplitude. They require a forcing mechanism, namely
a background current and topography. Mathematically, they are a steady solution and
hence remain unchanged for all times. In a practical situation, their lifespan would depend
on how long a suitable forcing persisted. As a rough estimate, a passing ISW could be
expected to influence the pressure at the SWI for a period on the order of a half hour. In
contrast, a trapped wave with an amplitude 150% of the ISW (a typical amplitude reported
by [99, 94]) can persist for several hours, and would have the potential to increase across
SWI transport by a factor of ten.
For trapped waves, we will assume an isolated topography, or in other words that
h(x) → 0 as |x| → ∞. The functional form of the topography was selected to be a
hyperbolic secant function (though this is largely a matter of mathematical convenience)
h(x) = Ao sech
(x
λ
)
(6.7)
where A0 is the height of the topography and λ specifying the width. The parameters
were chosen to match those of a trapped internal wave as found in Figure 1 of [94]. A
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Figure 6.3: Normalized pressure profile induced by an ISW with a maximum dimensionless
isopycnal displacement of 0.215 at the SWI extracted from the solution of the DJL equation
in the free fluid.
number of exploratory simulations indicate that these results are generic for a broad range
of parameter space. The solution of the DJL equation was found using publically available
software developed in our group (see [94] and [33] for details).
We will report results in dimensionless form. Velocities will be scaled by the linear
long wave speed of internal waves, spatial extent by the depth of the lake, with a second
parameter for the depth of the porous lake bottom, and time by the advective time scale.
Due to the linearity of the Darcy theory, the pore pressure forcing will be scaled by its
maximum value.
The situation of an internal wave overlying a porous layer is schematized in Figure 6.2
(the mathematical formulation is discussed in detail below). A corresponding typical pore
pressure perturbation at the SWI due to an ISW with a maximum dimensionless isopycnal
displacement of 0.215 is shown in Figure 6.3 in a frame moving with the wave speed.
6.2.2 Equations and numerical methods for the porous medium
We assume throughout that the solid matrix of the porous medium is rigid. We further
assume that the pore space is saturated. Under these assumptions, Darcy’s law provides
a relation between the pore pressure gradient within the porous medium and the seepage
rate which is in good agreement with experiment [84, 87]
~w = −k
µ
~∇(P + Π) (6.8)
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where ~w is the seepage rate (in general defined as the relative velocity of the pore fluid with
respect to the solid matrix multiplied by the pore fraction), k is the permeability (m2), µ
is the dynamic viscosity (Pa·s) (assumed constant for a given fluid), P is the pressure (Pa),
and Π is the gravitational potential energy per unit volume (kg/m/s2). Note that k was
previously used to denote the wavenumber, as is standard, though the use of k to denote
permeability is standard as well and should be clear from context. We define
P ′ = P + Π
to be the gauge pressure. We drop the prime for the remainder of this paper for simplicity.
Darcy’s law, in conjunction with the conservation of mass for an incompressible fluid
yields the condition
− ~∇ ·
(
k
µ
~∇P
)
= 0. (6.9)
If the permeability is constant throughout the porous medium, the problem reduces to
a potential problem (i.e. a solution of Laplace’s equation) for pressure. We can non-
dimensionalize the problem by introducing characteristic scaling factors for pressure, length,
height and permeability (P0, L, δ, k0) so that
P˜ =
P
P 0
x˜ =
x
L
z˜ =
z
δ
k˜ =
k
k 0
Using these dimensionless variables, we can rewrite the problem as
α
[
∂x˜
(
k˜∂x˜P˜
)
+R2∂z˜
(
k˜∂z˜P˜
)]
= 0 (6.10)
where
α =
P0k0
µL2
R =
L
δ
Hence, the geometric distribution of seepage will only depend on the parameter R and the
functional form of the permeability. R gives the ratio of the typical horizontal scale, set by
the pressure perturbation at the SWI, to the depth of the porous layer. The exact value
of R would be determined in practice from field observations. We will henceforth drop the
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tildes for simplicity. We estimate the value of α to be around 1× 10−13 for lake scales, but
this will vary significantly depending on the case. Note that the small value of α is largely
controlled by the small value of permeability. See [89] for an example of parameter values.
The linear elliptic equation (6.10) for the pore pressure must be supplemented by ap-
propriate boundary conditions. We assume no flow in the porous medium far upstream
and downstream. We also assume that an impermeable layer (due to the presence of clay,
for example) is found at a depth z = −1. Finally, we assume that the pore pressure at
the SWI, P0(x), is continuous, and hence specified by the fluid pressure (which may be
recovered a posteriori from the solution of the DJL). The assumption that the lake bot-
tom is a streamline for the free fluid flow is justified since the speed of the flow into the
porous medium will be many orders of magnitude lower than the typical speed in the free
fluid, as discussed in the introduction. The complete boundary value problem is solved on
the domain for which −1 ≤ x ≤ 1 and −1 ≤ z ≤ h(x). Mathematically, the boundary
conditions can be written as
∂P
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=±1
= 0 P
∣∣∣∣
z=h(x)
= P0(x)
∂P
∂z
∣∣
z=−1 = 0
and the situation is schematized in Figure 6.2.
In the case of unsteady flow in the porous medium the situation is more ambiguous.
Many authors (see [22] and references therein) drop the acceleration terms in the momen-
tum equations for the porous medium and hence assume that the instantaneous flow is
governed by Darcy’s law. This is done even in problems of convection in porous medium
which can be expected to involve considerably more vigorous motion in the domain than
those we discuss below. We thus follow [22] and assume that even in the unsteady case
we can switch to a frame moving with the solitary wave and maintain an elliptic prob-
lem for pressure and Darcy’s law for velocity, leaving a more critical examination of these
assumptions to future work.
The numerical solutions presented in the following were found using a Fourier-Chebyshev
pseudospectral method in x and z, as described by Trefethen [103]. This method achieves
optimal order given a number of grid points. In practice, for smooth problems accuracy
nearing machine precision can be achieved, even with a modest number of grid points. The
non-rectangular geometry was handled via two methods: an embedding method based on a
technique for mountain wave computations [69] in the atmosphere and a mapping method
(as employed by [94] for the internal wave problem). Both methods were found to be
accurate, but the embedding method yielded a discretized system whose linear algebra
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properties allowed for a much faster solution. The embedding method was thus used for
all computations presented with the mapping method used to confirm the validity of the
results.
6.2.3 Permeability Distributions
Lake bottoms are composed of a large variety of compounds, each with their own char-
acteristic physical properties [61]. Often these settle into stratified layers, with each layer
having its own characteristic permeability. We considered a variety of physically moti-
vated situations. The first case, to which all others will be compared is the case where
R = 25 (height is 4% of the width). Following this, we will provide a sensitivity analysis
by varying the parameter R. Finally, we will consider the effect of the permeability strat-
ification where the permeability sharply increases/decreases within the domain. Here the
permeability function was taken to be a hyperbolic tangent function centered at 50% of
the total depth of the porous layer with a transition region over 10% of the total depth.
Mathematically this permeability profile can be written as,
kInc = 1 +
1
2
(
1 + tanh
[
z − 0.5
0.1
])
(6.11)
kDec = 2−
1
2
(
1 + tanh
[
z − 0.5
0.1
])
(6.12)
for increasing and decreasing permeability respectively.
In addition to the work on internal wave driven seepage, we propose a mechanism by
which the finite amplitude internal wave increases the near surface permeability. The basic
idea is that an internal solitary wave, or trapped wave, can induce instabilities in the
bottom boundary layer and thereby enhance benthic turbulence (see [32, 98] for detailed
discussion of this phenomenon). This turbulence lifts the small pieces of detritus that
clog the near surface pores. Based on this, a mathematical formula for the internal wave
modified permeability is proposed,
k = 1 +
10
2
[
1 + tanh
(
x+ 0.05
0.1
)]
exp
(
z + 1
0.3
)
. (6.13)
While this permeability function might appear complex, Figure 6.12[a] shows its rather
simple geometric form.
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Figure 6.4: Normalized pressure distributions as a result of sinusoidal pressure waves of
wavelengths (a) R = 1, (b) R = 2, and (c) R = 4 at the SWI. The seepage profiles at x=0
are plotted in (d). Note that longer wavelengths penetrate deeper into the porous medium.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Exploratory cases
As mentioned in the Introduction, [106] have demonstrated that convection is insufficient
to explain the observed seepage through the porous layer found at the bottom of lakes.
It is thus sensible to argue, and indeed the Introduction discusses several examples from
the literature, that this seepage is, at least in part, a result of gravity wave-induced flow
through the lake bottom [106]. However, in lakes deeper than a few meters, the pressure
profiles of surface waves are weak (see equation 6.1). As such, seepage in fresh water lakes
that is induced by surface water waves is constrained to shallow regions near the coast [18].
Moreover, even when the depth is small enough so that they could influence the bottom
pressure, surface waves have a short wavelength, move quickly and generally do not retain
the identity of individual wave crests for long times. The importance of the horizontal
scale of the pressure profile that forces flow in the porous medium is easy to see in the
limiting case of a very deep, porous lake bed forced by a sinusoidal pressure profile. For
this case, the pressure in the porous medium is given by
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P = exp [`z] sin `x.
The pressure, and hence the seepage, decays exponentially within the porous layer at a rate
given by the wavenumber, `. Thus we see that disturbances induced by short wavelengths
(large wavenumber) decay quickly. Since internal waves typically exhibit length scales that
are in the tens of meters, we thus see that pressure fluctuations due to internal waves will
be able to penetrate into thicker lake bottoms than their surface water counterparts. The
vertical component of the seepage is given from Darcy’s law as
Wz =
k
µ
` exp [`z] sin `x.
and this implies that the magnitude of seepage at the SWI decreases with wavelength.
Figure 6.4 demonstrates the same effect for the more realistic case of an impermeable
layer at the base of the porous layer. Panels (a), (b), (c) output the pressure distributions
as a result of sinusoidal pressure profiles at the SWI with R = 1, 2, 4 respectively. In panel
(d), the normalized seepage profiles taken along the line x = 0 are given. It can be seen
that again, the seepage due to short wavelength perturbations does not penetrate deep
into the porous layer while longer wavelengths drive significant seepage at greater depths.
Wo¨rman et al. [107] argue that in their three dimensional simulation, seepage decays
with wavelength even faster with depth than similar two dimensional simulations. How-
ever, as internal waves tend to maintain their across-lake structure (M. Preusse private
communication) over very long length scales (certainly far longer than the wave length)
three dimensional structure is presumed to play a rather weak role.
Figure 6.5 considers a sinusoidal perturbation with R = 10. The pressure perturba-
tion is shown in panel (a), while the magnitude of the seepage with superimposed arrows
indicating the direction of flow is shown in panel (b). It can be seen that the regions
of large magnitude of seepage are concentrated near the maximum and minimum of the
pressure profile gradient. Note that over the majority of the domain, the seepage is nearly
horizontal.
Elliot and Brooks [34] have discussed a similar phenomenon, demonstrating that the
mass transfer within the porous medium is proportional to the magnitude of the pressure
perturbation and inversely proportional to the wavelength of the gravity wave. Their anal-
ysis is unchanged for internal waves. Both analyses thus suggest that the large wavelength
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Figure 6.5: (a) Normalized pressure profile at the SWI, (b) Magnitude of the normalized
seepage through the porous medium (shaded). Arrows denote the direction of the seepage.
R = 10.
of an internal gravity wave will induce less seepage at the SWI than a shorter wavelength
wave of equal magnitude. However, the induced seepage of large wavelength internal waves
will penetrate deeper into the porous medium, thereby making available nutrients previ-
ously inaccessible to the main water column. Moreover, since in water depth greater than
a few meters surface gravity wave-induced pressure perturbations are negligible, internal
waves greatly expand the geographic area over which significant seepage can take place.
6.3.2 Internal Solitary Waves
In a frame of reference frame moving with a single solitary wave (or one wave in the
wave-train schematized in Figure 1), we can use the DJL equation to compute a pressure
profile at the SWI (see Figure 6.3) and thereby compute the seepage induced through the
bottom porous layer. While both Salehin et al. [87] and Sawyer and Cardenas [89] have
demonstrated that the distribution of small scale inhomogeneity induced by bed forms
(e.g. ripples) can have a significant impact on the fluid residence time within the lake bed
(at least on sub-meter scales), here we are interested primarily in motions induced by a
long length scale internal solitary wave. We thus concentrate on a flat bottomed lake and
three characteristic permeability distributions that vary with depth only. We discuss the
constant permeability case first, follow this with a discussion of the influence of changing
the porous layer thickness parameter R, and finally discuss the influence of permeability
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Figure 6.6: Computed pressure (a), seepage magnitude (b) and seepage profiles along the
SWI (c) computed with a constant permeability throughout. Seepage profiles have been
normalized by the maximum seepage within the domain and hence dimensionless values
are presented here. R = 25. Here tangential seepage corresponds to along SWI transport
and normal seepage corresponds to across SWI transport.
stratification within the domain.
Case 1 - Constant K
In Figure 6.6 we show the pore pressure (panel a), seepage rate magnitude (panel b), and
transport across and along the SWI for the case of constant permeability within a porous
layer with R = 25. Panels (a) and (b) show that both the pore pressure and seepage rate
magnitude distributions are symmetric across the wave crest. From panel (c) we can see
that the wave induces both along and across SWI transport. The across SWI transport
is roughly three quarters of the magnitude of the along SWI transport and consists of a
region of out-flux near the wave crest and a broader region of influx on the flanks of the
wave.
We see that the ISW is acting essentially as a “vacuum cleaner”, drawing fluid up
through the SWI near the wave crest. As the porous layer in this case is shallow, we see
that fluid is pulled right from the bottom of the porous layer, filtering through regions
which pressure pulses due to surface gravity waves would not be able to penetrate.
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Figure 6.7: Computed tangential; note that the curves are essentially indistinguishable (a)
and normal (b) seepage rates at the SWI for varying values of R. Profiles were normalized
to the maximum value of seepage of R=25.
Case 2 - R Sensitivity
The seepage throughout the porous domain is controlled by the dimensionless parameter
R. As previously defined, R denotes the ratio of width scale of the porous layer to the
height. Figure 6.7 compares the tangential (a) and normal (b) fluid velocities at the SWI
and its sensitivity to the parameter R, normalized by the maximum seepage when R = 25.
Notice that the tangential velocity at the SWI is invariant under the value of R, while the
normal seepage grows drastically as the depth of the domain is increased (while the profile
of the pressure perturbation remains fixed). This result is perhaps the clearest indication
that the long wavelengths characteristic of the ISW can penetrate deep into the domain
and thereby boost the fluid exchange between the porous layer and the water column.
Further sensitivity analysis (not shown) demonstrates that with the same pressure
perturbation used here, values of R lower than 2.5 yield essentially no further increase in
normal seepage. Thus we see that the most substantial increase in seepage rates occurs
when the R value is well below 1.
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Case 3 - Permeability Stratification
The porous layers on lake bottoms are often stratified into layers, thereby varying perme-
ability in the z direction. As defined above in equations (6.11) and (6.12), we allow the
permeability to double or halve over the domain. Figure 6.8 plots the seepage throughout
the domain as a result of the permeability stratification. Both the seepage distributions
(a), (d) and profiles along the SWI (b), (e) are shown.
What we find is that the permeability stratification effectively constrains the thickness
of the porous layer. When the permeability decreases (panels (a)-(c)) by a factor of two
with depth, the seepage is constrained within the upper, more permeable portion of the
porous domain, and hence R is effectively doubled. The opposite effect can be noticed
when the permeability is doubled with depth (panels (d)-(f)). In this case the seepage is
largely found within the bottom, more permeable half of the porous layer. Notice that
there is a four-fold difference in seepage at the SWI between the two profiles, with the less
permeable upper layer exhibiting lower values. The shape of the normal and tangential
seepage profiles at the SWI, as well as their relative proportion, remain identical. These
results are consistent with those found by Zlotnik et al. [108] who demonstrated that a
decreasing permeability distribution resulted in a decrease in the SWI seepage but had an
increase in the seepage at greater depths.
6.3.3 Trapped internal waves and bottom boundary layer inter-
action
The presence of a “trough” topography, for example due to a drowned creek bed, allows
for a trapped wave to form. Using an isolated topography, with the mathematical form
given by (6.7), and solving the DJL equation, we compute the pressure along the SWI and
use this pressure profile to drive seepage in the porous medium. Note that the domain is
non-rectangular and this requires some care in the construction of the numerical method,
as described above. Figure 6.9 plots the resultant distributions of pressure (a), seepage
(b) and the profiles of seepage along and across the SWI (c). Interestingly, the profile of
the across SWI seepage has become bimodal about the origin, with the seepage reduced
near the center of the domain. Moreover, as the topography effectively decreases the
depth of the porous domain, the ratio between normal and tangential seepage decreases
near the domain center. That is, the normal seepage appears to decrease in relation to
tangential seepage. However, as trapped waves can reach amplitudes much greater than
propagating waves, the total seepage will be significantly larger than that presented above
for propagating waves.
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Figure 6.8: Computed seepage (a,d) and seepage profiles along the SWI (c,e) computed
with a permeability stratification centered at fifty percent of the depth of the porous
layer (c,f). Permeability decreases with depth (top) and increases (bottom) by a factor of
two. Seepage profiles have been normalized by the maximum seepage within the constant
permeability domain. R = 25.
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Figure 6.9: Computed pressure (a), seepage magnitude (b) and seepage profiles along the
SWI (c) computed with a constant permeability throughout. Topography was chosen to
be a sech function for simplicity. Seepage profiles have been normalized to the maximum
seepage within the flat topography domain. Dimensionless values are presented here. R =
25.
The interaction of internal solitary waves (ISW) with the bottom boundary layer has
been discussed extensively in the literature from numerical [98, 16, 32], experimental [23],
and observational [15] points of view. The general picture that has emerged from these
studies is that while waves of elevation require the presence of an upstream current (such as
the barotropic tide, or lake-scale seiche) in order to yield a global instability and enhanced
benthic turbulence in the bottom boundary layer, waves of depression can yield global
instabilities in the boundary layer due to the adverse pressure gradient induced by the
wave. However, the instabilities due to the waves of elevation are generally more vigorous.
In the context of trapped waves this propensity for instability is strengthened by the
curvature of the bottom boundary that can, in itself, induce separation and boundary
layer instability [92].
The presence of turbulence in the boundary layer precludes the possibility of a steady
state so we have performed several time-dependent simulations in order to demonstrate
the development of a highly-turbulent boundary layer. The simulations were completed
with a pseduo-spectral code [101]. The two dimensional simulations were performed at a
Reynolds number based on upstream velocity, total depth, and the viscosity of water, of
roughly 3 × 105, well into the transitional regime. In Figure 6.10, we show normalized
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Figure 6.10: Evolution of the normalized vorticity within the water column as a result of
the currents induced by the trapped wave. The four non-dimensional times are (a) 11.2,
(b) 12.6, (c) 14, and (d) 15.4. Notice the generation of a turbulent region in the boundary
layer in the downstream portion of the topography. Four isopycnal lines have been plotted
to show the wave form.
vorticity at four non-dimensional times t∗ = 11.2, 12.6, 14, 15.4. The time has been non-
dimensionalized by the background flow and column depth so that t∗ = tU0H . Within
the bottom boundary layer, instability leading to turbulence develops in the downstream
portion of the topography. This will, in turn, lead to pickup of the smaller particulate
matter at the surface of the underlying porous layer. At later times the turbulent region
has expanded well downstream of the topography. This process is elaborated further in
plots of the bottom stress, Figure 6.11. The grey lines indicate values of ±500% of the
stress induced by the current upstream. In a large portion of the downstream half of the
domain, the bottom stress exceeds a factor of five times the upstream value for at least
a portion of the time. The spikes in the bottom stress shown can thus lead to pickup of
particulate matter, with vortex induced currents transporting material up into the water
column and away from the SWI.
In order to model the effect of boundary layer instability and bottom stress induced
pore unclogging, we reconsider the problem whose solution is shown in Figure 6.9, but
with a modified permeability distribution with the form given above (equation 6.13). In
Figure 6.12 we compare the results for the trapped internal wave modified permeability
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Figure 6.11: Evolution of the scaled bottom stress after onset of instability in the boundary
layer. The vertical axis marks snapshots at different times. The curves at 1, 3, 5, and 7
correspond to panels (a), (b), (c), and (d) in Figure 6.10. The gray lines represent a
deviation of ±500% from the stress induced by the current upstream of the wave. Bottom
dashed curve plots the topography.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of turbulence modified permeability with the constant perme-
ability case. (a) Six shaded equally spaced contours of the normalized permeability, (b)
Six shaded equally spaced contours of the magnitude of the seepage rate, scaled by its
largest value, (c) transport across the SWI for the wave modified permeability (solid) and
constant permeability (dashed) cases. R = 25.
profile, with those of the constant permeability case (as shown in Figure 6.9). Panel (a)
shows six contours of the permeability distribution, panel (b) shows six contours of the
magnitude of the seepage rate and panel (c) compares across SWI transport between the
modified and constant permeability cases (both are scaled by the maximum seepage rate of
the constant case). It can be clearly seen that the wave induced boundary layer instability,
as expressed by the modified permeability, substantially increases the seepage through the
porous domain.
6.4 Discussion and Conclusion
The analysis of the nutrient circulation system in oligotrophic lakes is an area of continuing
research [80]. At the same time, field experiments that identify the incidence of high
frequency, large amplitude internal waves continue to be carried out and to provide insight
into their wave structure, amplitude, and seasonality [83], [59, ch. 2]. The main point
of the modelling work presented above was to demonstrate that there is a significant link
between the nutrient circulation system and internal waves. To date, there exists very
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little work in the literature concerning this coupling.
In order to demonstrate the coupling between internal waves and seepage through a
porous bottom layer, we have employed solutions of the Dubreil-Jacotin-Long equation to
drive seepage in a porous medium. These waves are exact solutions of the full stratified
Euler equations and thus provide the best possible representation of large amplitude inter-
nal waves. The porous medium was assumed to be governed by Darcy’s law. Numerical
solutions were obtained using highly accurate Fourier-Chebyshev pseudo-spectral methods.
Unlike previous numerical results, [50, 76] these methods included both large scale (tens
of meters) topography and inhomogeneous permeability. While the formation of internal
waves from the steepening of internal seiches is a generic phenomenon that is largely in-
dependent of lake topography, this topography is crucial in allowing the formation of the
trapped waves, and in modifying the wave-induced pressure perturbations that drive flow
across the SWI. We briefly mention that the importance of topography has also been men-
tioned in the literature, where Shum [93] demonstrates how the concentration of nutrients
within the lake bed can be substantially influenced by the bottom topography. Similarly,
[107] also demonstrate how complex topography can lead to stagnant regions within the
porous domain.
In terms of a simplified, or “cartoon” picture, the internal wave acts essentially as
a vacuum cleaner, with fluid drawn out of the porous medium under the internal wave
peak where wave induced pressure is lowest (for internal waves of depression) and returned
in the broad regions found along the flanks of the solitary waves. While observed in a
different context, this prediction is similar to the observations found in [58]. The extent
of the seepage can be understood in terms of the parameter R = L/δ, which gives the
ratio between the horizontal scale of the pressure perturbation and the vertical extent of
the porous layer. For R > 1, the typical wavelengths of the prescribed pressure profile are
larger than the porous layer depth. In this parameter regime we found that the seepage
through the porous domain increased with increasing R due to the fact that the long
wavelengths associated with the internal waves penetrate deeper into the porous medium.
Finally, we proposed, and provided numerical evidence for a mechanism by which the
finite amplitude wave increases the near surface permeability. The basic idea is that, in
agreement with theoretical and experimental studies in the literature, the wave induces
instabilities in the bottom boundary layer and thus enhances benthic turbulence. This
turbulence lifts the small pieces of detritus that clog the near surface pores. An idealized
permeability distribution was created to encapsulate this scenario and led to both an
increase in across SWI transport and a shift of its maximum downstream of the wave
crest. This suggests that in conjunction with the pressure perturbation induced by either
traveling or trapped waves, instabilities in the bottom boundary layer can augment the
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seepage through the bottom porous layer and further enhance chemical exchange with the
porous layer. A discussion of the effect of turbulence on the vertical solute transfer can be
found in [51].
Future work should consider several extensions of the above work. First of all, multi-
scale simulations that couple the large scale pressure profiles due to internal solitary waves
to the small scale bed forms discussed in past literature ([87, 89, 58]) should be carried out.
Second of all, for cases in which a less permeable layer overlies a more permeable layer, the
question of possible ducting by regions of lower permeability should be explored. Finally,
more complete formulations of the equations governing the flow in the porous medium, e.g.
Brinkman terms, should be explored.
The present paper presents the potential importance of internal waves on the nutrient
circulation systems in lakes. Our hope is that this paper will encourage both experimen-
talists and theoreticians to consider the substantial impact that internal solitary waves can
have on lake-bed dynamics and their impact on the biosphere.
Acknowledgements: This work was funded by the Natural Sciences and Engineer-
ing Research Council of Canada. Christopher Subich provided extensive help with the
numerical methods used.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This thesis discusses three mechanisms by which internal waves effect the nutrient circu-
lation system. We have demonstrated that
• Internal waves can induce significant resuspension in lakes and oceans.
• Internal waves induced vortices found in fluid mud may amplify this resuspension.
• Internal waves induce significant seepage through porous layers found at the bottom
of lakes and oceans.
While this is not a comprehensive list of the internal waves effects on lake and ocean
dynamics, the above list does highlight that internal waves are significant in specific do-
mains. In reference to figure 1 in Chapter 1, we see that this thesis has systematically
analyzed each of the various domains presented.
One issue we have largely ignored in this model, however, is a coupling between the
various parts of the water-mud-porous layer system, or more to the point coupling of the
individual mathematical models. As mentioned in chapter 6, the coupling between such
regions can be quite complex. This is a direct avenue for future research, with the ultimate
goal of developing a complete model to simultaneously simulate the various domains of
interest.
Internal waves have been observed in both lake and oceans settings[49, 41]. As they
are so common, they should have some impact on how nutrients are distributed within
the water column [2, 97]. Here we have demonstrated how internal waves can effect the
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fluid flow over large variations in scale. Internal waves themselves can be on the scale of
tens of meters and they can effect change in the micrometer pore spacings found in lake
bottoms. The influence of internal waves on such a large range of scales is indicative of their
fundamental importance to lake and ocean nutrient modelling. This thesis is presented in
support of this hypothesis.
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